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by Banafshe Arbab-Zavar
Ears are a new biometric with major advantage in that they appear to maintain their
structure with increasing age. Current approaches have exploited 2D and 3D images of
the ear in human identication. Contending that the ear is mainly a planar shape we
use 2D images, which are consistent with deployment in surveillance and other planar-
image scenarios. So far ear biometric approaches have mostly used general properties
and overall appearance of ear images in recognition, while the structure of the ear has
not been discussed. In this thesis, we propose a new model-based approach to ear
biometrics. Our model is a part-wise description of the ear structure. By embryological
evidence of ear development, we shall show that the ear is indeed a composite structure
of individual components. Our model parts are derived by a stochastic clustering method
on a set of scale invariant features on a training set. We shall review dierent accounts
of ear formation and consider some research into congenital ear anomalies which discuss
apportioning various components to the ear's complex structure. We demonstrate that
our model description is in accordance with these accounts. We extend our model
description, by proposing a new wavelet-based analysis with a specic aim of capturing
information in the ear's outer structures. We shall show that this section of the ear
is not suciently explored by the model, while given that it exhibits large variations
in shape, intuitively, it is signicant to the recognition process. In this new analysis,
log-Gabor lters exploit the frequency content of the ear's outer structures.
In recognition, ears are automatically enrolled via our new enrolment algorithm, which
is based on the elliptical shape of ears in head prole images. These samples are then
recognized via the parts selected by the model. The incorporation of the wavelet-based
analysis of the outer ear structures forms an extended or hybrid method. The perfor-
mance is evaluated on test sets selected from the XM2VTS database. By results, bothii
in modelling and recognition, our new model-based approach does indeed appear to be
a promising new approach to ear biometrics. In this, the recognition performance has
improved notably by the incorporation of our new wavelet-based analysis.
The main obstacle hindering the deployment of ear biometrics is the potential occlusion
by hair. A model-based approach has a further attraction, since it has an advantage
in handling noise and occlusion. Also, by localization, a wavelet can oer performance
advantages when handling occluded data. A robust matching technique is also added
to restrict the inuence of corrupted wavelet projections. Furthermore, our automatic
enrolment is tolerant of occlusion in ear samples. We shall present a thorough evaluation
of performance in occlusion, using PCA and a robust PCA for comparison purposes. Our
hybrid method obtains promising results recognizing occluded ears. Our results have
conrmed the validity of this approach both in modelling and recognition. Our new
hybrid method does indeed appear to be a promising new approach to ear biometrics,
by guiding a model-based analysis via anatomical knowledge.Contents
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Ear Biometrics: methods exploiting the 2D and 3D images of the external ear
in human identication.
Ear print: prints left behind as a result of the ear touching a surface, for
example while listening at a door. Ear prints have been used as
forensic evidence.
Feature: a related piece of information extracted from an ear image.
Occlusion: any obstacle hindering the capturing of the full image of an ear,
which would otherwise be visible from the side view of the face.
Hair and earrings are the most probable objects to occlude an
ear image.
Noise: additive Gaussian noise which corrupts an image. Noise arises
in sampling, quantization and transmission of images. It may
also refer to an unwanted output of a lter, processing an ear
image.
Pose: the viewpoint from which the image of the ear is captured. Zero
angle pose for the ear image is when the image is captured
normal to the ear plane.
Enrolment: the method separating the object of interest, the ear, from the
background, commonly the rest of the face-prole image com-
ponents, including eyes, nose, mouth, hair, neck and etc.
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Context and Contributions
1.1 Context
Biometrics is a fast, reliable, and convenient means of identifying individuals based on
their physical or behavioural traits. Various biometric traits have been studied, in-
cluding: nger print, iris, face, odour, voice, signature, hand geometry, gait and ear.
However, there is no single biometric that can satisfy the needs of all applications. Fin-
ger prints and irises oer a high level of uniqueness, however, to capture a sample for
identication the subject's cooperation is required, and their usage might not be as
acceptable as faces. The face is perhaps the most natural and acceptable biometric
for humans, with potentially straightforward deployment. However, there are a num-
ber of obstacles associated with an automated face recognition system, most notably
the variations with aging and facial expressions. Gait oers a unique opportunity for
recognition at a distance when no other biometric can be seen, whilst facing dierent
complications such as the variations in clothing and the eects of injuries. The ear is
a relatively new biometric trait. It can be captured in a similar way to the face so it
is non-intrusive. However, the ear's major advantage is that it appears to be consistent
with age. Potential occlusion by hair seems to be the main obstacle for ear biometric
recognition.
The French criminologist Alphonse Bertillon was the rst to recognize the biometric
potential of human ears in 1890 [7]. He incorporated features from the ear in his `spoken
portrait' method for forensic identication. He described the ear as the most discrimi-
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nant part of an individual and one which does not change with age. Empirical evidence
supporting the ear's uniqueness was later provided by Iannarelli, who examined over
10,000 ear samples and developed a manual system for ear identication [41]. Ear prints
have also been used as forensic evidence [55, 24]. Despite the use of ear evidence in
forensics for many years, machine vision approaches to ear identication are relatively
new. Burge et al. [10] were amongst the rst to introduce an automatic ear biometric
method. Current approaches have exploited 2D and 3D images of the ear in human
identication.
1.2 Contributions
Despite various approaches to ear biometric recognition, the structure of the ear has not
been explicitly understood, and discriminant features have not been identied. Current
approaches, which are mainly holistic, capitalize on general properties and overall ap-
pearance of the images. Contending that the ear is mainly a planar shape we use 2D
images, which are consistent with deployment in surveillance and other planar-image
scenarios. By evidence from the embryological development of the ear, we propose that
the ear is better described as a composite structure of separate parts. We thereby pro-
pose a new model-based approach, in which our ear model is a constellation of various
ear components. Ear embryology studies attribute individual growth centres to the de-
velopment of the ear, apportioning various components to the ear's complex structure.
Even though there is no direct evidence to sustain the link between ear development
and automated recognition, it can guide our approach and provide a basis for explicit
evaluation of the proposed method.
Our model is the rst model-based approach to ear biometrics. The deployment ad-
vantages of a model include robustness in noise and occlusion, which is particularly
favourable since images of the ear are susceptible to occlusion, mostly by hair. Our
model is learned via a stochastic clustering algorithm on a set of scale invariant fea-
tures detected on a training set. Extending our model description, we also propose a
new wavelet-based analysis which explores the uctuations in the two parallel ridges of
the ear boundary. We shall illustrate that the information residing in these curves has
only been partially explored by the model. By embryological evidence, these embody
big variations and are potentially discriminant, hence the choice of a wavelet analysisChapter 1 Context and Contributions 3
which is targeted to capture information in these components. By localization, a wavelet
can also oer performance advantage when handling occluded data. Results from both
modelling and recognition indicate that our new hybrid method does indeed appear to
be a promising new approach to ear biometrics.
The potential occlusion by hair and earrings is the biggest obstacle hindering the deploy-
ment of ear biometrics. However, this has not been carefully addressed in ear biometric
studies, and the extent of performance impairment in occlusion has not been evaluated.
As mentioned, our techniques oer advantages in handling occlusion. We shall also show
that our automatic enrolment performs well in the presence of occlusion. We present a
thorough evaluation of the performance of our method in occlusion and compare the re-
sults against a robust PCA (Principal Component Analysis). In this, our hybrid method
achieves promising results recognizing occluded ears.
1.3 Thesis Overview
 Chapter 2 : Ear Biometrics
In this chapter, we shall review the main approaches to ear biometrics [A, D].
Starting with the Iannarelli's manual method for forensic recognition using ears,
we then describe the most prominent machine vision approaches, exploiting 2D
images and 3D data. We also look at a related study in which acoustic properties
of the ear are used for identication. The use of earprint evidence in forensics has
also been discussed.
 Chapter 3 : Enrolment
In this chapter, we shall describe our new automatic ear enrolment method [C],
which enrolls ears from 2D head-prole images. In this, a reduced Hough Trans-
form for ellipses is used for the initial location of the ear. Adding renements and
incorporating some prior knowledge regarding the specications of the expected
ear ellipse, the ear location is detected. An image patch localizing the ear is then
cropped.
 Chapter 4 : Ear Features { a Biological Approach
The material discussed in this chapter is mainly derived from embryological and
surgical accounts of the human ear, revisited from a new perspective, to be ex-Chapter 1 Context and Contributions 4
ploited in ear biometrics [F]. We shall review the dierent accounts of external
ear embryology, and discuss in relation to the variations and components of the
ear structure. In this, the abnormalities of the auricle often oer vital cues. We
shall illustrate the analysis with example ears from the surgical studies and, when
possible, ears from the database that will later be analyzed.
 Chapter 5 : The Parts-Based Model
In this chapter, we shall present our new parts-based model for ear biometrics [B,
F]. Our model is learned via a stochastic clustering algorithm on a set of scale in-
variant features detected on the training set. By embryological evidence, although
the ear appears as an intact shape, it is a conuence of individual components,
which validates our modelling scheme. We shall analyze the derived parts of the
model and evaluate their signicance in recognition. Having compared these parts
with the embryological components, we shall explicitly evaluate the extent of ear
information that has been captured via the model. Our results conrm the validity
of this approach not just in modelling, but also in recognition capabilities.
 Chapter 6 : Robust Log-Gabor Filter for the Outer Ear Curves
Extending our model description, in this chapter, we propose a new wavelet-based
approach [E, F]. A specic aim of this is to capture information in the ear's outer
structures, which have been under-represented in the model. In this, the tar-
get neighbourhood is captured in aligned templates. The variations between the
boundary curves are then explored using log-Gabor lters. We analyze the robust-
ness of this method to partial occlusion and add a more robust matching strategy.
 Chapter 7 : Hybrid Classication and Experimental Results
In this chapter, starting with the description of the database, we shall present
extensive performance analysis [F]. For this, the data is divided into various test
sets accommodating the need for an objective evaluation of the various aspects
of our biometric approach. In recognition, the ear model and the wavelet-based
analysis are employed both separately and when combined. We shall specically
focus our attention on assessing the eects of occlusion.Chapter 1 Context and Contributions 5
 Chapter 8 : Conclusions and Future Work
Finally in this chapter, overall conclusions are reviewed and potential future work
avenues are discussed.
1.4 List of Publications
So far the following papers have arisen from this research:
[A] David J. Hurley, Banafshe Arbab-Zavar, and Mark S. Nixon. The ear as a biomet-
ric. In European Signal Processing Conference (EUSIPCO'07), Poznan, Poland,
pages 25-29, September 2007.
[B] Banafshe Arbab-Zavar, Mark S. Nixon, and David J. Hurley. On model-based anal-
ysis of ear biometrics. In IEEE Conference on Biometrics: Theory, Applications
and Systems (BTAS'07), pages 1-5, Washington DC, September 2007.
[C] Banafshe Arbab-Zavar and Mark S. Nixon. On shape-mediated enrolment in ear
biometrics. In International Symposium on Visual Computing (ISVC'07), pages
549-558, Nevada, November 2007.
[D] David J. Hurley, Banafshe Arbab-Zavar, and Mark S. Nixon. The ear as a bio-
metric. In A. Jain, P. Flynn, and A. Ross, editors, Handbook of Biometrics, pages
131-150, Springer, 2008.
[E] Banafshe Arbab-Zavar and Mark S. Nixon. Robust log-Gabor lter for ear biomet-
rics. In International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR'08), pages 1-4,
Tampa, Florida, December 2008.
[F] Banafshe Arbab-Zavar and Mark S. Nixon. Ear biometrics by guided model-based
analysis. In submission.Chapter 2
Ear Biometrics
Ears have long been considered as a potential means of personal identication. The
French criminologist Alphonse Bertillon was the rst to recognize the biometric potential
of human ears in 1890 [7]; ear features were included in his multimodal system for forensic
recognition. Empirical evidence supporting the ear's uniqueness was later provided in
two studies by Iannarelli, examining over 10,000 ears [41]. Earprints have also been
considered as a possible source of forensic evidence [55, 24].
Ears have appealing properties for personal identication: they have a rich structure
that appears to be consistent throughout life from a few months after birth; clearly, ears
are not aected by changes in facial expression; images of ears can be acquired without
the subject's participation, with no hygiene issues, and, ear images can be captured from
a distance. However there exists a big potential obstacle | the occlusion by hair and
earrings, which is almost certain to happen in uncontrolled environments.
Most ear biometric approaches have exploited the ear's planar shape in 2D images. One
of the rst computer-based approaches to ear biometrics was introduced by Burge and
Burger [10]. They modeled each individual ear with an adjacency graph which was
calculated from a Voronoi diagram of the ear curves. However, they did not provide
an analysis of biometric potential. Moreno et al. [57] used dierent combinations of
several neural classiers and reported a recognition rate of 93% on a dataset of 168
images. Hurley et al. [40] used force eld feature extraction to map the ear to an energy
eld which highlights `potential wells' and `potential channels' as features. Achieving
a recognition rate of 98.4% on a dataset of 252 images, this method proved to yield
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a much better performance than PCA when the images were poorly registered. The
force eld transform is also robust in the presence of noise. Abdel-Mottaleb et al. [2]
used the force eld transform to obtain a smooth surface representation for the ear and
then applied dierent surface curvature extractors to gather the features. Yuizono et
al. [92] treated the problem as an optimization problem, and proposed a recognition
system using a specially developed genetic local search with respect to the ear images.
Given that their work does not include any feature extraction process, it has no in-
variant properties. Naseem et al. [59] have proposed the use of sparse representation,
following its successful application in face recognition. The geometrical properties of ear
curves have also been used for recognition [17, 18, 58]. The most prominent example
of these, and arguably the rst ear biometric method, proposed by Iannarelli [41], was
based on measurements between a number of landmark points, determined manually.
These methods are primarily reliant on accurate segmentation and positioning of the
landmarks. Alvarez et al. [6] proposed a method to estimate the outer ear by an ovoid
model and suggested that this can be used in segmentation and normalization stages of
ear biometric systems. Bustard et al. [12] have recently proposed a robust registration
technique for 2D ear images addressing problems such as pose variation and clutter.
Yuan et al. [91] and Liu et al. [51] have also examined the eects of pose variation on
ear biometrics.
The 3D structure of the ear has also been exploited, and good results have been obtained
[88, 14, 63, 73]. Yan et al. [88] captured 3D ear images using a range scanner and having
segmented the ear, they used Iterative Closest Point (ICP) registration for recognition
to achieve a 97.8% recognition rate on a database of 415 individuals. Chen et al. [14]
proposed a 3D ear detection and recognition system using a model ear for detection,
and using a local surface descriptor and ICP for recognition, reporting a recognition
rate of 90.4%. Although using 3D can improve the performance, using 2D images is
consistent with deployment in surveillance or other planar image scenarios. Also, given
that the human ears have a reasonably at structure, and the inner parts { when the
3D changes really occur { are quite hard to image successfully, the choice of expensive
3D ear biometrics is debatable.
PCA (Principal Component Analysis) has been used regularly in ear biometric research
[13, 84, 40]. It is a statistical holistic analysis which obtains satisfactory results in
controlled situations. Other statistical methods such a ICA (Independent ComponentChapter 2 Ear Biometrics 8
Analysis) and LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) have also been utilized [93, 83].
However these methods have almost no invariance properties, thus they rely on the
acquisition and pre-processing stages to window and align the data.
A number of multimodal approaches containing the ear biometric have also been con-
sidered. Iwano et al. [43] combined ear images and speech using a composite posterior
probability, and showed that the performance improves using ear images in addition to
speech in the presence of noise. Face and ear have also been used together in biomet-
ric recognition studies [77, 13, 66, 82]. In these, PCA was mostly used to extract the
features, and an increase in performance was commonly reported using the multimodal
biometric instead of the individual biometrics. Victor et al. [77] showed that the face
yields a better performance than the ear using PCA. However, Chang et al. [13] con-
ducted a similar experiment and reached a dierent conclusion: no signicant dierence
was observed with face and ear biometrics. The image dataset in the Victor et al. study
had less control over covariates such as earring, hair over ears, exact lighting setup over
time, etc. As suggested by Chang et al., these variations in image quality confound
with the covariates under study and cause this contradiction between the two experi-
ments. Woodard et al. [82] combined 3D ear with 3D face, using the Iterative Closest
Point (ICP) to compare the samples. In this study, the face outperforms the ear in the
recognition task. Yan et al. [84] proposed a combination of 2D and 3D ear data. Using
PCA for 2D ears and an edge-based Hausdor distance method for 3D ear matching,
they reported a 71.9% recognition rate for both 2D and 3D data. The performance was
signicantly improved to 90.6% when using the multimodal biometrics.
In related studies, Akkermans et al. [4] developed an ear biometric system based on the
acoustic properties of the outer and middle ear. This introduces a unique opportunity
for ear biometrics to combine the image-based information with acoustic data. In this
chapter, we shall describe the main techniques for ear recognition, and we shall also look
at the Akkermans's acoustic analysis and the use of earprints in forensics.
2.1 The Early Work of Iannarelli and Ear Forensics
In 1949, Alfred Iannarelli became interested in the ear as a means of personal identica-
tion in the context of forensic science. He subsequently developed the Iannarelli SystemChapter 2 Ear Biometrics 9
of Ear Identication [41], which was used by American law enforcement agencies. As
shown in Figure 2.1, his system essentially consists of taking a number of measurements
from a set of landmark points on the ear. In this, the ear image is projected onto a
standard easel, where the images are carefully aligned by adjusting the position of some
reference lines to the tragus and the crus of helix (see section 4.1 for a description of the
anatomical parts of the ear). The ear images are then adjusted to a standard size. The
easel's four guide lines, which are at equal 45 intervals, are reproduced on the ear image.
Figure 2.1 shows an ear image with these guide lines superimposed. The intersections
of the guide lines and the ear curves are then marked. The Iannarelli measurements are
computed based on the positions of these markers.
Figure 2.1: Iannarelli's manual ear measurement system (from [10]).
Iannarelli has appeared personally as an expert witness in many court cases involving
ear evidence, or is often cited as an ear identication expert by other expert witnesses
[50]. In the preface to his book Iannarelli states,
\Through 38 years of research and application in earology, the author has
found that in literally thousands of ears that were examined by visual means,
photographs, ear prints, and latent ear print impressions, no two ears were
found to be identical - not even the ears of any one individual. This unique-
ness held true in cases of identical and fraternal twins, triplets, and quadru-
plets"
We believe that Iannarelli was referring to the left and right ears of an individual whenChapter 2 Ear Biometrics 10
he suggests that \not even the ears of any one individual are unique". Yan et al. [88]
reported that about 10% of people have signicantly dierent left and right ears. In
recognition, considering each sample as a point in the feature space, samples belonging
to an individual will form a cluster. It is the extent to which these clusters are separated
from each other and the extent to which the clusters are closely grouped around their
own means, that determines how well a particular biometric system performs.
2.2 Burge and Burgers' Proof of Concept
Burge and Burger [10, 11] were the rst to study the human ear as a biometric in the
context of machine vision. Inspired by the earlier work of Iannarelli, they conducted
a proof of concept study where the viability of the ear as a biometric was discussed
theoretically, in terms of the uniqueness and measurability over time, and examined in
practice through the implementation of a computer vision based system. In this, each
subject's ear was modeled as an adjacency graph built from the Voronoi diagram of its
Canny extracted curve segments. They introduced a novel graph matching algorithm for
authentication which takes into account the erroneous curve segments which can occur in
the edge detected image due to changes such as lighting, shadows, and occlusion. They
found that the features were robust and could be reliably extracted from a distance.
Figure 2.2 shows the extracted curves, a Voronoi diagram, and a neighbourhood graph
for an ear. They also identied occlusion by hair as a major obstacle for ear recognition
and proposed the use of thermal imagery to resolve this problem.
2.3 Force Field Approach
An invertible linear transform has been developed by Hurley et al. [38, 39, 36, 40],
who pretended that pixels have a mutual attraction proportional to their intensities
and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them. This transform
is rather like the Newton's Law of Universal Gravitation. Associated with this force
eld, there is an energy eld, which in the case of an ear image takes the form of a
smooth surface with a number of peaks joined by ridges (see gure 2.3). The peaks
are the potential energy wells and the ridges correspond to potential energy channels.
Considering the invertibility of this transform, and since the energy surface is otherwiseChapter 2 Ear Biometrics 11
(a) Curve segments (b) Voronoi diagram (c) Neighborhood graph
Figure 2.2: Stages in building the ear biometric graph model. A generalized Voronoi
diagram of the curve segments is built and a neighborhood graph is extracted [10].
smooth, information theory suggests that much of the information is transferred to these
features, and therefore they should make good features.
Figure 2.3: Energy surface for an ear viewed from below the lobe [40].
Equations 2.1 and 2.2 show how the force and energy elds, F and E, are calculated at
any point rj.
F(rj) =
X
i
(
P(ri)
ri   rj
jri   rjj
3
)
8i 6= j; 0 8i = j (2.1)
E(rj) =
X
i
P(ri)
jri   rjj
8i 6= j; 0 8i = j (2.2)
Hurley et al. oered two dierent methods for extracting the features of the energy
eld. The rst method, the eld line map, depicted in gure 2.4a is algorithmic, where
test pixels seeded around the perimeter of the force eld are allowed to follow the force
eld direction joining together to form channels which terminate in potential wells. The
second method, the convergence eld, depicted in gure 2.4b is analytical, where a
scalar function analyzes the divergence of the force vector eld. This method was usedChapter 2 Ear Biometrics 12
to obtain a recognition rate of over 99% on a dataset of 252 ear images consisting of 4
time lapsed samples from 63 subjects, extracted from the XM2VTS face-prole database
[56]. We have also used this database in our experiments.
Convergence provides a more general description of channels and wells in the form of a
mathematical function in which wells and channels are presented as peaks and ridges in
the function value respectively. C(r) is dened by,
C(r) =  divf(r) =  lim
A!0
H
f(r)  dl
A
=  r  f(r) =  

@fx
@x +
@fy
@y

(2.3)
where f(r) =
F(r)
jF(r)j is the force direction, A is an incremental area, and dl is its
boundary outward normal. The negative values of C(r) correspond to diverging force
and present extra feature extraction opportunities.
(a) Force eld (b) Convergence eld (c) Force directions
Figure 2.4: The force eld for an ear and its corresponding convergence eld. The
force direction eld corresponds to the small rectangular inserts surrounding a potential
well on the antihelix [40].
2.4 3D Ear Biometrics
2.4.1 Yan and Bowyers' Approach
Yan et al. [88, 87, 85] use a Minolta VIVID 910 range scanner to capture both depth and
colour information. This device uses a laser to scan the ear, and depth is automaticallyChapter 2 Ear Biometrics 13
calculated using triangulation. They have developed an automatic ear biometric system
using ICP-based 3D shape matching for recognition, and using both 2D and 3D data
for automatic ear extraction which not only extracts the ear image but also separates
it from possible hair and earrings. They have achieved a recognition rate of 97.8% on a
time-lapse dataset of 1,386 images from 415 subjects, with an equal error rate of 1.2%.
Ear Extraction uses a multistage process, in which both 2D and 3D data are used to
detect the ear pit which is then used to initialize an elliptical active contour to locate
the ear outline and crop the 3D ear data.
Ear pit detection itself includes various processes: i) geometric preprocessing to locate
the nose tip which acts as the hub of a sector containing the ear with a high degree of
condence; ii) skin detection to isolate the face and ear region from hair and clothes;
iii) surface curvature estimation to detect the pit regions depicted in black in the top
right corner of gure 2.5; iv) surface segmentation and classication to select amongst
possible multiple pit regions using a voting scheme to select the most likely candidate.
Figure 2.5 depicts the steps for ear pit detection on an ear image. The detected ear pit is
Figure 2.5: 3D ear pit detection. From left to right starting from the input image;
i&ii) most likely sector generation and skin detection; iii) pit detection; iv) selection
and surface segmentation and classication [88].
then used to initialize an elliptical active contour algorithm to nd the ear outline. Both
2D colour and 3D depth are used to drive the contour, as using either alone is inadequateChapter 2 Ear Biometrics 14
since there are cases in which there is no clear colour or depth change around the ear
contour. Figure 2.6 shows the elliptical active contour and the segmented ear.
Figure 2.6: Ear's outline is detected via an active contour which is centred at the ear
pit [88].
3D Shape Matching; ICP [8] has been widely used for 3D shape matching due to
its simplicity and accuracy, however it is computationally expensive. Given a probe
point set P and a gallery point set G, ICP iteratively calculates the rigid transform T
that best aligns P and G. At the ith iteration, the transform Ti is the transform that
minimizes the mean square dierences between the corresponding points of Pi 1 and G.
The corresponding points are the closest points between the two point-sets. Pi 1 is then
updated using Ti.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: Voxelization; (a) 3D image space is partitioned into voxels. (b) Two voxel
centres P1 and P2 and their closest points on the gallery surface P0
1 and P0
2 [89].
Yan et al. [89] have developed an ecient ICP registration method called \Pre-computed
Voxel Closest Neighbours" which exploits the fact that subjects have to be enrolled
beforehand for biometrics. Since the most time consuming task of the ICP algorithmChapter 2 Ear Biometrics 15
is nding the closest points between the probe and the gallery (of order NP logNG)
the main idea of this method is to approximate each point of the probe with a nearby
point whose nearest point in the gallery point set is pre-computed. In this, they have
proposed a quantized 3D volume using voxels, as shown in Figure 2.7. Placing the 3D
probe image into this volume, each point of the probe falls into a voxel. Each probe
point is then approximated by the voxel centre wherein it is placed. For each voxel the
closest point in 3D space on the gallery surface is computed ahead of time. Figure 2.7
shows two voxel centres P1 and P2 and their closest point on the gallery.
2.4.2 Chen and Bhanus' Local Surface Patch Approach
Chen et al. [14, 15] have also tackled the 3D ear biometrics problem using a Minolta
range scanner to acquire a 3D dataset of 52 subjects with two images per subject. In
this, the ears are detected using template matching between a model template, based
on the helix and antihelix curves of a single ear image, and the edge clusters of an
input sample. A number of feature points are then extracted using local surface shape
information. A signature called a \Local Surface Patch" based on local curvatures is
computed for each feature point and is used along with ICP to achieve a recognition
rate of 90.4%
Feature Point Extraction; Shape index, Si, is a quantitative measure of surface shape
[26], calculated from principal curvatures. Shape index takes a value in the [0,1] interval
and classies surface shapes as one of nine basic types associated with this value. Shape
index is dened as:
Si (p) =
1
2
 
1

tan 1 k1 (p) + k2 (p)
k1 (p)   k2 (p)
; (2.4)
where k1 and k2 are the maximum and minimum principal curvatures respectively. The
points with local minimum or maximum shape index are then selected as feature points.
Local Surface Patch; Describing each feature point, P, a local surface patch (LSP)
captures properties in a neighbourhood of points, N, around the feature point which are
close enough to the feature point in Euclidean distance and surface normal;
N = fNi : pixel Ni; kNi   Pk  "1;acos(np  nni) < Ag: (2.5)
For each feature point, shape index values of its neighbourhood, N, and the dot productChapter 2 Ear Biometrics 16
of surface normal vectors of the feature point and its neighbouring points are computed,
and accumulated in a 2D histogram. The 2D histogram accumulates this information
in bins along two axes. The shape index with a range of [0,1] and the dot product of
surface normal vectors with a range of [-1,1] constitute the two axes of this histogram.
A surface type of \concave", \convex", or \saddle" is also assigned to each LSP. Taken
together, the 2D histogram, the surface type and the centroid of the local surface patch
make up a distinctive signature for each patch.
Figure 2.8: Local Surface Patch. The LSP constitutes a characteristic signature
consisting of a 2D histogram, a surface type, and a centroid [14].
Recognition is performed in two stages. First a coarse alignment between the probe
and a gallery image is obtained using the LSPs, and then ne alignment is achieved via
ICP. Probe images are compared against all images in the gallery; each comparison is
started by identifying the best match for each probe LSP in the gallery image. Assuming
that the true set of matches, which pairs the patches that depict similar features, is a
subset of all matches, a geometric constraint is applied to divide the matches into groups
where each pair of matches in a group must satisfy the following condition,
dC1;C2 = jdP1;P2   dG1;G2j < "2 (2.6)
where C1 = fP1;G1g and C2 = fP2;G2g are two matches between the probe and a
gallery image patches, Pi and Gi, respectively. dP1;P2 and dG1;G2 are the Euclidean
distances between patch centroids. The above constraint guarantees that a group of
matches preserves the mutual position of the patches. In other words, dP1;P2 should beChapter 2 Ear Biometrics 17
consistent with dG1;G2. Note that with this denition a match can be placed in more
than one group. The biggest group is then declared as the true match subset.
Starting with an initial rigid transform based on the true match subset, ICP is applied to
nd the rened alignment between the probe and the gallery image. Having compared
the probe to all the gallery images, the gallery image with least root mean square (RMS)
disparity is declared as the matching sample.
2.5 Acoustic Ear Recognition
Akkermans et al. [4] have exploited the acoustic properties of the ear for recognition. By
virtue of their structure, the auricle and the external ear canal behave like a lter and
modify sound signals. A sound signal played into the ear is characteristically transformed
and reected dependent on the specic structure of the individual's ear. Thus this
acoustic transfer function can be regarded as an acoustic ear signature. An obvious
commercial use is that a small microphone might be incorporated into the earpiece of
a mobile phone to receive the reected sound signal and the existing loudspeaker could
be used to generate the initial signal.
Figure 2.9: An ear signature is generated by probing the ear with a sound signal
which is reected and picked up by a small microphone. The shape of the pinna and
the ear canal determine the acoustic transfer function which forms the basis of the
signature [4].
Akkermans et al. measure the impulse response of the ear by sending a noise signal
n(t) with a spectrum N(!) into the ear and measuring the response r(t). Next, the
response is transformed into the frequency domain by using an FFT to calculate the
output frequency spectrum R(!). Finally, an estimate is obtained of the transfer func-Chapter 2 Ear Biometrics 18
tion H(!) = R(!)=N(!), where H(!) is the cascade of the transfer functions of the
loudspeaker, pinna and ear canal, and microphone as shown in Figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10: Calculating the impulse response of the ear [4].
The test dataset consists of 8 ear signatures collected from each of 31 subjects using
headphones and a separate set of 8 signatures from 17 subjects using a modied mobile
phone with a small microphone incorporated into the earpiece. The correlation metric,
C =
x:y
kxkkyk
(2.7)
was used for comparison where x and y are the feature vectors taken relative to the
mean of the population. Using Fisher LDA, equal error rates of 1.5% - 7% were obtained
depending on whether headphones or mobile phones were used.
2.6 Ear in Forensics
In forensics, the use of morphological properties of the external ear anatomy is mainly
in the form of earprint identication and occasionally identication via images of the ear
captured in surveillance cameras. Earprints, which may be found in up to 15% of crime
scenes [68], are latent prints left behind as a result of the ear touching a surface, for
example while listening at a door. In a legal context, the evidence regarding earprints
could be utilized for various purposes including: dismissing a suspect, increasing evidence
against a suspect or identifying possible suspects [55]. Dutch courts have reportedly
admitted numerous cases of earprint related evidence [24], while in a number of cases
the reliability of earprint evidence has been challenged [50, 19]. This is largely due
to debate about the eect of pressure deformation, which does not aect biometric
deployment. Dessimoz et al. [25] discussed the similarities, disparities and connections
between biometrics and forensic sciences, considering various modalities including the
ear.
Due to the dierent elevations of the external ear parts, some of the ear componentsChapter 2 Ear Biometrics 19
are commonly missing in earprints. Owing to the missing information, it can be de-
bated whether earprints present less variability than ear images [25]. Figure 2.11 shows
some sample earprints. The consequences of arbitrary pressure with which the ear is
pressed onto the surface, to produce the print, can also cause some complications. Due
to their dierent elevation and exibility, ear parts react dierently to the changes in
pressure and cause large intra-individual variations. Considering this inherent property
in missing components and potentially large intra-individual variations, earprints pose a
more challenging recognition problem than ear images, and they introduce an interesting
avenue for future research.
Figure 2.11: Sample earprints (from Meijerman's doctoral thesis [54]).
Meijerman et al. [55] have provided an overview of the earprint identication process.
This study and most earprint recognition methods are based on manual analyses carried
out by an expert. Alternatively, in a proof of concept paper by Rutty et al. [68], having
identied the advantages of computerizing this process, they introduced a preliminary
computerized earprint recognition system and discussed the problems hindering such
approaches. Alberink et al. [5] have reported an equal error rate (EER) of 3.9% for
laboratory quality prints and a 9.3% EER when simulated marks are compared against
the prints database. In this, Alberink et al. have utilized computer vision techniques
to classify the prints, although these are either manually segmented or annotated by
experts.Chapter 2 Ear Biometrics 20
2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have reviewed the main contributions to ear biometrics. Starting with
the Iannarelli's manual method for forensic recognition using ears, we then discussed the
most prominent machine vision approaches, exploiting 2D images and 3D data. We also
noted that new information regarding the ear structure can be obtained by acoustic
analysis of the reected sound signals from the ear, which may also be utilized for the
purpose of liveliness detection. The use of earprints in forensic sciences have also been
mentioned as a closely connected eld, which capitalizes on the structural parts of the
ear that leave a print when the ear touches a surface.
Regarding the image-based methods discussed in this chapter, two main sub-tasks are
distinguishable. First is the segmentation or localization of the ear, which is either
manually or automatically performed. The second task is the matching or classication.
In this work, we shall propose an automatic ear enrolment, and in classication, we
opt for a feature extraction approach accompanied by a simple classier as opposed to
utilizing a more complex classication method on relatively raw data. We believe that
this approach is intuitively more explicit in determining the information being exploited
for recognition. It is worth noting that although there is no panacea in designing such
systems, a fair balance in robustness and repeatability of these sub-tasks can help prevent
undesirable bottleneck points. In the next chapter, we shall explain our ear localization
method, where ears are automatically enrolled from a database of 2D head-prole images.Chapter 3
Enrolment
The enrolment stage prepares an acquired sample for feature analysis and classication,
by separating the object of interest from the background. Automatic enrolment is an
essential part of any automated biometric system. It processes the raw data, and it
deals, more so than the subsequent tasks, with the traits of the given dataset and is
tuned accordingly. Non-invasive biometrics such as gait, face and ear are often acquired
with standard equipment and include unnecessary background information. The input
samples of an ear biometric system are often head-prole images which also include the
eyes, mouth, nose, hair and a background.
Yan et al. [88] developed an automatic ear biometric system, which utilizes both 2D
colour images and 3D range information of the human head-proles. Their enrolment is
a multistage process which uses the 2D and 3D data. Via curvature estimation, the ear
pit is detected which is then used to initialize an elliptical active contour to locate the
ear outline and segment the 3D ear data. Chen et al. [14] also use 2D and 3D face-prole
images and the ears are detected by aligning the edge clusters with an ear model based
on the helix and antihelix curves of a single ear image. Alvarez et al. [6] ts an ovoid
model to the ear contour. However, their algorithm initializes with a manual estimate
of the ear contour. Recently, Bustard et al. [12] have proposed a robust registration
technique for 2D ear images addressing problems such as pose variation and clutter, and
Islam et al. [42], inspired by an AdaBoost approach to face detection, used a similar
method to detect the ears.
The precision of enrolment varies in these methods; some studies have opted for exact
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segmentation [88, 6], while some use rectangular image patches containing the ear [14,
40, 42]. In this, the enrolment corresponds directly to the needs of the subsequent tasks.
For example, exact segmentation is necessary, if matching does not distinguish between
the relevant and irrelevant information. This is often a design concern which exploits
the trade-o between accuracy of enrolment and complexity of matching. As mentioned
before, due to the inherent tendency of the ear data to be occluded, one of our main
concerns is to achieve better robustness in occlusion. Evaluation of occlusion tolerance
has not been addressed by most of the current ear biometric approaches. However,
recently, Islam et al. [42], showed that their AdaBoost detection approach has good
occlusion tolerance properties, while Yan et al. [88] merely suggest that their method is
capable of handling small amounts of occlusion by hair.
We propose the use of the Hough Transform (HT), which can extract shapes with prop-
erties equivalent to template matching and is tolerant of noise and occlusion. In this,
HT for ellipses is used to nd the elliptical shape of the ear in 2D head-prole images.
Since other ellipses might also be present in the image and furthermore the ear does not
have a perfect elliptical shape, the use of HT for ellipses produces various false positives.
Therefore, we also add a number of renements to the ellipse detection and some cus-
tomizations distinguishing the ear ellipse from other erroneous detections. A rectangular
image patch is then cropped localizing the ear. We shall report the enrolment results
on two standard databases: i) a subset of XM2VTS [56] face-prole database with the
total number of 764 images; ii) the UND ear database [86] with 942 images. The details
of the enrolment performance is discussed in chapter 7 along with the description of the
datasets. In this chapter, we shall describe our ear enrolment technique, which is based
on a reduced version of the Hough Transform for ellipses and incorporates some prior
knowledge regarding the specications of the expected ear ellipse and also enhances the
accumulator space helping to distinguish valid local peaks.
3.1 Hough Transform for ellipses
The Hough Transform (HT) can extract shapes with properties equivalent to template
matching and is tolerant of noise and occlusion. As such, it appears an attractive choice
for the initial location of the ears. However, known drawbacks of the HT include need for
much memory and its high computational requirement. Hence, a reduced HT appearsChapter 3 Enrolment 23
suitable [3]. In this the centre is determined by using known ellipse properties. In
these properties, given two points whose tangents intersect, then the line between the
intersection point and their midpoint will pass though the centre of the ellipse. Figure
3.1 illustrates this with two points P1 and P2.
Figure 3.1: Tangents of the two points P1 and P2 intersect at the point T. The line L
which passes through the intersection point T and the midpoint M, also passes through
the ellipse centre C.
For application to ear images, rst a smoothed edge detected image is derived using
the Canny operator, and this is used to vote into an accumulator for the centre of the
ellipse. The accumulator is constructed by voting for the lines which pass through the
putative ellipse centre. When this process is completed, the locations of the peaks in
the accumulator give the coordinates of the centre of the best matching ellipses.
This reduced HT for ellipses decreases the computational complexity by using known
geometrical properties of the ellipse to decompose the parameter space. The space
which would otherwise be a 5D has been reduced to a 2D space, gathering evidence
for putative ellipse centres whilst marginalizing on scale and orientation, which causes
ellipses of arbitrary scale and orientation to cast votes in single cells of the accumulator.
Hence, some erroneous peaks may appear in the accumulator. Thereby while this method
is eective in easing the computational and memory requirements, it may impair the
accuracy.Chapter 3 Enrolment 24
3.2 Eliminating Erroneous Votes
Applying the reduced Hough transform to a prole image of the human head, results
in an accumulator which usually presents a number of peaks. To detect the peak cor-
responding to the ear, we use various geometrical cues to eliminate some of the votes
or even some of the voting pair points which do not comply with the properties of a
prospective ear rim ellipse.
3.2.1 Vertical Ellipses
Given a non-rotated head prole image, the ear usually appears as a vertical ellipse with
a vertical axis approximately twice as large as the horizontal axis. This can be described
as,
(x   x0)2
a2 +
(y   y0)2
b2 = 1 ; b = 2a (3.1)
where equation (3.1) denotes a non-rotated ellipse where a and b are the ellipse size
along each axis and (x0;y0) is the centre.
By dierentiation,
@y
@x
=  
(x   x0)b2
(y   y0)a2 : (3.2)
The edge direction can be arranged to equal
@y
@x and thereby a vote cast for a putative
ellipse centre (x0;y0) by a point (x;y) is allowed in the accumulator if
@y
@x +
(x x0)b2
(y y0)a2  threshold : (3.3)
This lter is set to ignore discrepancies less than a threshold value since: i) some ears
are slightly rotated; ii) the exact value of b2
a2 for each ear is not known; iii) edge direction
information cannot be accurately calculated. The threshold value is empirically set to
10 pixels. For this, values between 2 to 12 pixels have been examined to obtain the best
signal to noise ratio.
Figure 3.2(a) shows three wheels appearing as ellipses rotated and sized dierently. Using
the reduced HT, the resulting accumulator is depicted in gure 3.2(b), having three peaks
corresponding to the three ellipses. Figure 3.2(c) shows the accumulator after ltering.
In this, the peaks corresponding to non-vertical ellipses have been removed. Note thatChapter 3 Enrolment 25
(a) The three wheels
(b) The corresponding accumulator
(c) The accumulator after non-vertical ellipse ltering
Figure 3.2: Removing the non-vertical ellipses. (a) Ellipse A: a vertical ellipse with
b = 2a. Ellipse B: the same ellipse rotated 45. Ellipse C: a horizontal ellipse with
a = 3b. (b) Three peaks are presented corresponding to the three ellipses. (c) After
ltering only the peak corresponding to the vertical ellipse with b = 2a has remained.Chapter 3 Enrolment 26
the noise level has also been reduced as a result of this ltering.
3.2.2 Selective Pairing
Given that a pair of edge pixels are within a scale window which controls the size of the
target ellipse, they will vote for putative ellipse centres along the vote lines, as in gure
3.1. Aiming to be more selective, we use the edge direction information to determine
whether or not a pair of points can possibly be part of an ellipse.
Figure 3.3 depicts our approach to rejecting invalid pairs. In this, the tangent, l, of an
edge point, p, divides the image plane into two regions. l is also tangent to any ellipse
containing p. Considering the edge direction at p, we speculate as to the location of
the putative ellipse, and a section of the image { the gray region { is marked as being
outside of the ellipse. Thereby, only the points in the white region can be considered as
the pairing counterparts of the point p.
Figure 3.3: Distinguishing some ellipse free regions (the gray regions), to pose more
selectivity on edge points pairing.
Figure 3.4 shows the improvements obtained using this renement. A head-prole image
from XM2VTS database and the edge detected map using Canny operator are shown
in gure 3.5, and the HT accumulator is in gure 3.4(a). This accumulator is noisy and
many points obtain relatively high votes. As seen in gure 3.4(b), ltering the pairs, via
the new method, reduces the noise level of the accumulator and the peak corresponding
to the ear becomes more pronounced.Chapter 3 Enrolment 27
(a) The accumulator corresponding to gure 3.5
(b) The same accumulator with selective pairing
Figure 3.4: The rened accumulator, using the selective pairing, exhibits less noise.
Signal to noise ratio (calculated by dividing the value of the peak by the mean value
of the accumulator) has increased to 6:36 in (b), where selective pairing is used, from
4:44 in (a). The peak corresponding to the ear is indicated with a red circle.Chapter 3 Enrolment 28
(a) The head prole image (b) The edge map
Figure 3.5: (a) A head prole image from the XM2VTS database [56] (the approxi-
mate head region is detected from the blue background). (b) The corresponding edge
map, using Canny operator.
3.2.3 Spectacles and Anticipated Errors
Frames
The lenses of spectacles may appear as ellipses when viewed from the side, this challenges
the presumption of the ear being the most prominent ellipse shape in the head prole
images, see gure 3.6 for examples, and thereby may cause mis-localization. Knowing
the direction of the faces in images, one third of the front of the faces is cropped to
eliminate these elliptical shapes.
Figure 3.6: The elliptical shapes of spectacles from the side-view of the face (from
XM2VTS data [56]).
Handles
Inspecting example accumulators generated by the reduced HT for ellipses, shows that
the dominant orientation of the accumulator vote lines in a region mimics the dominant
edge direction of the corresponding region in the image. For example, the vote lines cast
by ear rim edges are mostly vertical.
Given a region with numerous edge points with similar edge directions, many pairs voteChapter 3 Enrolment 29
in a bounded space along vote lines with similar orientations. This leads to a ridge
of votes, and possibly a peak. The case of spectacle handles brings about a similar
scenario; these handles usually pose many points in the edge detected map, which all
tend to have a horizontal edge direction. Figure 3.7 shows such an edge map and the
corresponding accumulator. To remove the destructive eects of this type, bearing in
mind that the ear ellipses are mostly vertical thus their dominant vote lines are also
vertical, we eliminate the vote lines which are close to being horizontal. Our datasets
do not contain signicantly rotated images, consistent with a subject looking forward.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.7: The destructive eect of spectacle handles. The accumulator for the edge
map, shown in (b), is in the image (c) and it is ltered to eliminate the horizontal vote
lines in (d). (a) is from the XM2VTS database [56].
3.3 Ear Enrolment
After these pruning stages, the ear centre is usually presented by a wide peak which
has less height than expected, due to the fact that the ear is not a perfect ellipse and
the edge direction information is not as accurate as desired. Occasionally, single peaks
also appear in the accumulator, which may have been caused by curls in the hair. To
remove the single peaks and nd the centre of the widest peak which represents the ear,
a 30  30 pixels averaging template is applied to the accumulator. For this, templates
as small as 5  5 and as large as 50  50 are examined to produce the best aligned ear
images. A 150  120 pixels image patch containing the ear is then cropped.
We use our algorithm to enrol ears from XM2VTS [56] and UND [86] data. Both
these databases include indoor, 2D head-prole images. Figure 3.8 exhibits examples
from XM2VTS and UND datasets along with the enrolled ear. In this, we have also
included two occluded ears from XM2VTS. The XM2VTS database was not specically
targeted to the acquisition of ear images, and in many cases ears are partially or fullyChapter 3 Enrolment 30
Figure 3.8: Ear enrolment; rst and second row show samples from XM2VTS [56]
and UND [86] respectively, while the third row shows two examples of occluded ears
from XM2VTS and the enrolled image.
occluded by hair. Hurley et al. [40] have derived a dataset of 63 individuals from
the XM2VTS for their ear biometric analysis. This dataset is balanced, having four
images per individual which are all taken from the left prole. Thus this set comprises
(63  4 =)252 images. The ears in this database are fully visible and have not been
obscured by hair. We also extract a further 269 images from XM2VTS and extend the
number of individuals to 150. In our newly added data, each individual is represented by
at least two images of the left or right ear. We also derived a separate 361-image dataset
from other samples within XM2VTS which includes considerably occluded ears. This set
is assembled to examine the impact of occlusion by hair. Our automatic enrolment nds
the ear in 517=521( 99:2%) images of the main data and in 346=361( 95:8%) images
of the occluded dataset. The mis-enrolled ears are shown in gure 3.9. The algorithm
occasionally detects alternative elliptical shapes, like the ring-shaped earring in gureChapter 3 Enrolment 31
3.9(b) or curls in the hair. However, more often the error is caused by an increased level
of noise which can be caused by much hair or beard around the ear. This aects the
accuracy of detection, producing misaligned samples.
(a) Main dataset
(b) Occluded dataset
Figure 3.9: The mis-enrolled ears of the XM2VTS-based dataset.
The UND ear biometric database [86], with 942 images from 302 subjects, also includes
head-prole images, and it contains both 2D and 3D data. However, in this the emphasis
is on the 3D scans, and the 2D images are of considerably lower quality compared
to XM2VTS samples. In enrolment, given that the UND images include much more
background information, we use skin detection in colour images and the Canny edge
operator to detect the face region of the images. The method proposed by Hsu et al.
[34] was used for skin detection. The head region is more easily detected in XM2VTS
samples due to the blue background. Enrolment, as described, was then performed on
the face region of the images. For UND data our algorithm oers a 91% enrolment
success rate. In this, the edge points of the ear rim are less accurately detected which
has an impairing eect on an evidence gathering algorithm such as HT which works with
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3.4 Conclusions
The elliptical shape of the ear in prole images of the human head makes it possible
to detect the ear by a Hough Transform. The use of the reduced HT for ellipses has
produced various false positives. Therefore, we have also added a number of renements
to the ellipse detection and some constraints distinguishing the ear ellipse from other
erroneous detections. Our new ear enrolment method achieves a 99% successful enrol-
ment rate on our main data, comprising 458 images. Using a reduced HT the method
is not constrained by the high computational and memory requirements of the 5D HT
for ellipses and given the properties of the HT in handling noise and occlusion it obtains
satisfactory results enrolling occluded ears.
In the next chapter, we shall examine the morphological properties of the human ear,
using biological information and particularly the reports on the embryology of the ear.
Interestingly, the formation of the ear in the human embryo is commonly discussed as the
individual development of separate components. We shall later show that this provides
an opportunity to describe and analyze the ear shape as a composite structure of local
features.Chapter 4
Ear Features { a Biological
Approach
The human ear is an intricate structure of intertwined elevations of tissue, one which
is hard to describe precisely. However, understanding this complex structure can help
in designing a more ecient and eective approach to ear biometrics. In the absence of
such understanding, holistic measures can be used, which provide us with general image
information, albeit the task of distinguishing the relevant information is by a process of
trial and error.
Identifying the components which make up the complex structure of the human external
ear has been the main concern of embryological accounts studying the morphology of
the external ear. We rst took interest in ear embryology when we saw a report on
the early development of the external ear in human embryos which showed that the
external ear develops from six separate blob-like tubercles. Embryologists have long
hypothesized as to the contributions from each of these six hillocks. In this, the extreme
variations in some abnormal ears have oered vital cues. In biometrics, variation is the
key to recognition capability. Even though there is no direct evidence to sustain the
link between ear development and automated recognition, it can guide our approach
and provide a basis for explicit evaluation of the proposed method.
The ear's embryology has not been previously linked with ear biometrics. It has not
been studied so far to identify the components and those sites with big variations in
conjunction with the ear biometric problem. In fact, the only structure-based ear recog-
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nition algorithms do not go any further than to distinguish the oval shape of the ear's
outer rim, and the question of `which are the distinctive features' is rarely asked.
In this chapter, we shall review the dierent accounts of external ear embryology, and
discuss with reference to the variations and components of the ear structure. In this,
abnormalities of the auricle often oer vital cues. We shall illustrate the analysis with
example ears from surgical studies and, when possible, ears from the database which
we will be using. We start by reviewing the terminology of the ear's anatomy. In this
chapter wherever we talk about the ear we mean the external ear.
4.1 Ear Anatomy
Figure 4.1 shows an ear with its various parts. The most prominent component of an ear
is its outer rim called the helix, which merges into the lobe at the bottom. The antihelix
is the rounded brim of the concha, and runs almost parallel to the helix. It forks into
two branches at the top, forming the superior and the inferior cruses of antihelix. The
concha is a shell-shaped cavity, surrounding the external auditory canal and merging
into the incisura. The incisura has two little bumps on either side named the tragus and
the antitragus. The external auditory canal is often concealed by the tragus. The concha
is divided into two parts by the crus of helix which is the horizontal part of the helix,
forming a transverse ridge on the oor of the concha. Immediately attached to the crus
of helix is a portion of the helix which is called the ascending or anterior helix. Notice
in gure 4.2, which shows a collection of ear images, that despite the inter-individual
variations, these basic parts are distinguishable in most ear images.
The Darwin's tubercle 1 and the Satyr tip are sites of possible irregularities on the helix.
The Darwin's tubercle can be seen as either a tubercle or a small notch which corresponds
to the true ear tip of the long-eared mammals, and is located at approximately one third
of the way beyond the upper tip of the helix. The Satyr tip marks the tip of the ear
toward the crown of the head. Unlike the aforementioned components, these two are
not conspicuous in all ears. Two examples of these are shown in gure 4.3.
1This feature is so called since Charles Darwin was rst to speculate as to its origin.[35]Chapter 4 Ear Features { a Biological Approach 35
Figure 4.1: The anatomy of the ear
Figure 4.2: Notice the variety of ear shapes while all contain the basic components.
Ears are from the XM2VTS database [56].
4.2 Ear Embryology
Six individual growth nodules develop to form the denitive human auricle. This is
the reason for our interest in ear embryology | the premise of local and independent
structures within the auricle is appealing to our classication purpose. In this section,
we will rst review the motivations behind the studies of ear embryology. We shall
then consider the debate concerning the contributions of each of these six hillocks to the
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Figure 4.3: The Darwin's tubercle and the Satyr tip are two irregularities on the helix
curve. They are not distinguishable on all ears. Notice that the Darwin's tubercle can
not be accurately pinpointed in the ear on the right.
4.2.1 Motivations
Streeter [71] provided one of the most extensive accounts of external ear embryology,
accompanied with images from dierently aged embryos so that the reader could follow
his observations. His aim was to determine the age of human embryos using the details
of the external ear form as an objective criterion. He noted that length was an unreliable
indication of the age, particularly in the rst two months of the development, and that
more accurate criteria were needed. The auricle can be used to date young embryos
since it develops in the early stages of the embryogenesis; the hillocks which form the
auricle, make their rst appearance at the fth week of gestation in the womb.
Understanding the origin of ear malformations has been another motive for ear embry-
ology research. Some of the more recent works hypothesized as to the contributions of
ear hillocks in an attempt to shed light on embryological derivations of ear anomalies.
Better understanding of these anomalies leads to better surgical procedures to correct
them, as noted by Davis [23]. He reviewed numerous congenital external ear defects and
assigned their causes to anomalies in the development of dierent hillocks.
Microtia { meaning `small ear' { is a congenital deformity of the auricle. In its severe
form the external ear does not have its usual structural parts and is replaced by a small
vestige or can even be totally absent (anotia). Many cases of microtia experience some
degree of hearing loss. Investigations into the embryology of the ear have revealed that
the external and middle ear have di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majority of cases of microtia with hearing loss, the loss has conductive reasons, which
are the result of malformations in the middle and outer ear causing a blockage or a
narrowing of the ear canal, while the inner ear anatomy and functions remain intact and
normal hearing might be restored by surgery [74].
Finally, correlations between the auricle anomalies and some specic syndromes may
provide an aid to diagnosis. Most notable of these is the association between ear and
kidney anomalies. Edith Potter [64] was the rst to associate crumpled and attened
ears with bilateral kidney agenesis. Wang et al. [78] described various external ear
malformations which suggest a greater risk of renal defects. The embryology of ear and
kidneys has been studied in an attempt to describe these correlations [44].
4.2.2 Hillocks Hypothesis
The initial appearance of the external ear in the human embryo is in the shape of six
individual hillocks occurring in the fth week of embryonic life [71]. It is the unequal
growth and coalescence of these six hillocks that gives the shape of the denitive auricle
in a newborn baby. Figure 4.4(a) shows a six weeks old embryo with the auricular
hillocks. The hillocks are numbered in the drawing 4.4(b). As illustrated in gure
4.4(c), the external ear originates from the tissue of the rst and second branchial
arches, called the mandibular and the hyoid arches. The six auricular hillocks consist
of three mandibular hillocks and three hyoid hillocks. The mandibular and the hyoid
arches are separated by the rst branchial cleft, which gives rise to the external auditory
canal.
Much of the literature regarding the ear formation is concerned with identifying the
contributions from each of these six hillocks, and though they were rst observed by His
in 1882 [71], there is still disagreement as to the precise embryology of the external ear.
Figure 4.5 summarizes the suggested arrangements by dierent authors, apportioning
dierent hillocks and combinations to ear formation.
His [71] was the rst to observe the six auricular hillocks in human embryos and to
associate them with the components of the denitive auricle. Streeter [71] produced a
thorough study of the development of the external ear. He recorded numerous images
from the progressional development of the auricle from various specimens, and most ofChapter 4 Ear Features { a Biological Approach 38
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.4: (a) Scanning electron micrograph of a 6 weeks old human embryo [72].
The 6 auricular hillocks can be seen in (a). They are more clearly illustrated in the
drawing (b)[69]. (c) Mandibular and Hyoid hillocks [23]
his ndings are still viable. His proposed arrangement is mainly based on his step-by-step
observations of ear development (gure 4.5(b)). Wood-Jones et al. [81] suggested that
the only mandibular component of the auricle (hillocks 1, 2 and 3) is the tragus (gure
4.5(c)). They based their argument on the evidence from two ear anomalies and also
the nerve supply to the ear, which suggest a dierent source for the tragus from the rest
of the auricle. In their study, they did not show much concern for the fate of the hyoid
hillocks (4, 5 and 6). Davis [23] studied a wide range of congenital malformations of
the external ear, and assigned the cause of every abnormality to defects of the auricular
hillocks, in an attempt which was described by Hunter et al. [35] as `speculative' (gure
4.5(d)). Sulik [72] studied the scanning electron micrographs of human embryos (gure
4.5(f)). The main point of the arrangement proposed by Park et al. [61, 62] was the
assignment of a hillock exclusive to the lobe, explaining the malformation of the ear lobe
(gure 4.5(g)).
Note that except the Wood-Jones et al.'s arrangement, which assigns three hillocks toChapter 4 Ear Features { a Biological Approach 39
(a) His, 1885 (b) Streeter, 1922 (c) Wood-Jones, 1934 (d) Davis, 1987
(e) Karmody et al.,1995 (f) Sulik, 1995 (g) Park et al.,1999
Figure 4.5: Diering nal positions of the hillocks, suggested by dierent authors
(derived from: [35, 81, 23, 72, 61])
the tragus and perhaps the one by Karmody et al. [35] which assigns the origin of the
helix to hillock 3, the rest of the hypotheses are similar. The disparities in these seem
to be mostly in the regions of the helix and antihelix. It is worth noting that while
embryologists hypothesize and argue about identifying the exact hillock which forms a
specic component of the auricle, our concern is merely to identify a set of stand-alone
components and also the sites at which we can expect big inter-individual variations.
One of the main approaches to understanding the signicance of hillocks and how they
interact to form the denitive auricle is by studying the ear anomalies and variations.
4.3 Variations and Anomalies
Hunter et al. [35] provided an extensive survey of external ear syndromes and their
embryological derivations. They noted that continued attention to these malformations
combined with embryologic evidence may shed light on the embryology of the ear and
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paper, a lethal condition, called otocephaly, which is accompanied by an anomaly of the
auricle. In this condition, all the components of the external ear are present except for
the tragus (gure 4.6), which suggests an isolated development process for the tragus,
and thus supports the assignment of an individual hillock to the formation of the tragus.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: (a) A drawing of the ear in a case of otocephaly, described by Hannover.
The ear was described complete with the exception of the tragus (Wood-Jones et al.
1934 [81]). (b) Another case of otocephaly: In this the external ear canal is missing as
well as the tragus (Hunter et al. 2005 [35]). Although it has not been mentioned by
the authors, it seems that the crus of helix is also missing or is underdeveloped.
Some malformations can be described as excessive growth beyond, or, underdevelopment
beneath the thresholds of normality. Thereby the site of an anomaly of this kind is also
where a big variance is introduced; it is unlikely that an abnormality will be observed in
locations of constant structures. Take for example the crus of helix which is described
by Streeter as one of the least varying parts of the auricle. In accordance with that
observation, this part is not a common site for anomalies. In this section, we concentrate
on anomalies which indicate specic individual components or hint as to the sites of big
variations. For more information on these defects see [35] and [23].
4.3.1 Cleft Defects
Streeter argued against the signicance of the auricular hillocks and suggested that the
external ear comes into existence as an intact and continuous structure which elaborates
into its 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continuity of the ear structure, and clefts can be seen in various locations on the auricle.
These can be best described as the failure of fusion or the lack of correct alignment of the
various hillocks, which further indicates the role of separate structures in the formation
of the auricle. Davis has many examples of ears with such cleft defects [23].
Figure 4.7(a) shows an example of a `detached upper helix', examined by Park et al.
[62]. In this, the helix is detached from the crus of helix, which can be attributed to
the failure of fusion of hillocks 2 and 3 (as in the arrangement proposed by Streeter in
gure 4.5(b)). There is also an abnormal conuence of the lower end of the helix and the
inferior crus of antihelix. Park et al. ascribed this to a defect in the fusion of hillocks
3 and 4, which are the adjacent mandibular and hyoid components of the upper ear.
Figure 4.7(b) shows an ear with a defect known as `upper helical irregularity'. In this, a
cleft is observed near the position of the Satyr tip. Davis [23] suggested that this is the
cleft between hillocks 3 and 4 (see Davis hillocks arrangement in gure 4.5(d)).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: (a) Detachment of the upper helix (Park et al. 99 [62]). (b) A cleft is
seen on the top of the ascending helix. The superior crus of antihelix also presents an
abnormal wrinkle (Hunter et al. 2005 [35]).
Figure 4.8(a) shows an example of a `question mark ear'. The `question mark ear' is
a name give to a series of malformations involving the cleft between the helix and the
lobe. The appearance of the malformed ears can vary. Park [60] has studied dierent
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responsible for this anomaly. The antitragus, which is also formed from the 6th hillock,
can also be deformed or missing. Finally, as seen in gure 4.8(b), a cleft might be seen
in the medial aspect of the lobe. Davis [23] and Park [61] both considered this to be the
result of abnormal fusion of hillocks 1 and 6.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: (a) A question mark ear (Park 98 [60]). (b) A cleft ear lobe (Park 99
[61]).
4.3.2 Helix and Antihelix
The helix and antihelix are commonly assigned to hillocks 4 and 5, and there are two
major hypotheses regarding their formation: i) as was suggested by His, the upper and
lower helical components, including the helix and antihelix, are derived from hillocks 4
and 5 respectively; ii) Streeter believes that a single hillock (5th) gave rise to the helix
and that the antihelix is the product of hillock 4. For the purpose of this discussion, we
will refer to the rst hypothesis as anterior-posterior partitioning and the latter as the
lateral partitioning. Figure 4.9 illustrates the two hypotheses.
Supporting His' hypothesis, the anterior-posterior partitions, Cryptotia is an abnormal-
ity of the external ear in which the superior portion of the auricle is hidden under the
surrounding skin. Figures 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) show two examples of this defect. Cryp-
totia is associated with an underdevelopment of the upper ear which prevents the upperChapter 4 Ear Features { a Biological Approach 43
(a) Initial hillocks 4 and 5 (b) Anterior-posterior (c) Lateral
Figure 4.9: The two main hypotheses regarding the formation of the helix and the
antihelix.
helical components from rising from against the head, thus driving them under the skin
as growth happens. Another anomaly is the Satyr ear. In this, the ear has a sharp
point, with a varied degree of folding forward, at the position of the Satyr tip (see gure
4.10(c)). Hunter et al. [35] noted strong intra-patient correlation, in left and right ears,
and some intra-family association of Cryptotia and Satyr ear. Despite much variation
in appearance of the two anomalies, Hunter suggested that both of these conditions
are derivatives of underdevelopment and lack of tissue of the upper ear, ascribable to a
major deciency in hillock 4 [23]. Furthermore, we have noticed a number of individuals
in our database whose upper ear appears to be excessively large compared to the lower
components. Figure 4.11 shows four examples of this. Thus a considerable growth vari-
ation is observed in the upper helical components while the lower parts are relatively
constant.
On the other hand, a seemingly discouraging point for Streeter's hypothesis, of lateral
partitioning, is that it is hard to see how the helix and antihelix could have been devel-
oped separately, since they are attached all along one side and each having only one free
edge. An explanation could be oered via an additional component called the scapha.
The scapha is the concave surface of free portion lying between the antihelix and the
helix. Thus it provides a margin and allows the two to have some degree of independent
development.
It is also interesting to note the Darwin's tubercle, which is a small expansion at the
position of the true ear tip, and can be found on many ears. Although it does not
have any clinical importance and is not associated with any speci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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.10: (a) and (b) are two examples of Cryptotia (Hunter et al. 2005 [35] and
David Gault 2006 [32]). (c) a Satyr ear (Hunter et al. 2005 [35])
Figure 4.11: Examples from our database (XM2VTS, [56]) in which the upper ear is
excessively large.
interesting for embryologists to hypothesize as to its origin, since this is roughly the
point of separation between the upper and lower helix. Thus the speculations as to its
origin are analogous to the hypotheses regarding the formation of the helix and antihelix.
Davis [23], who has employed the anterior-posterior partitioning, regards the Darwin's
tubercle as the point of fusion of hillocks 4 and 5. On the other hand, Streeter [71],
who believes in lateral partitions, suggests that this expansion is a simple exuberance of
hillock 5, and thus pinpoints the ultimate position of this hillock.
4.3.3 Ascending helix
One of the main points which has been captured in the arrangements suggested by both
Streeter and Sulik is that they assigned an individual hillock to the ascending helix,
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is supported by the anomaly observed in the `lop ear', that describes an abnormality
of the external ear in which the helix has been folded down to some degree (see gure
4.12). Davis has concluded that a deciency or even the absence of hillock 3 has forced
the remaining helix to move forward and bridge the gap [23]. Despite the deciency
of the ascending helix, the ear presents normal helix and crus of helix parts. However,
excessive concavity of the concha and an arrested development of the intrinsic muscles
are also suggested as possible causes.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.12: (a) One of the proposed causes of the lop ear is deciency or absence of
the ascending helix. (b) a lop ear where the folding is only above the Darwin's tubercle
(Aby [70]). (c) a more severe case (Hunter et al. 2005 [35]).
Two of the anomalies discussed as cleft defects, the `upper helical irregularity' and the
`detached upper helix' (see section 4.3.1), provide further evidence as to the indepen-
dence of the ascending helix. Both defects exhibit conspicuous clefts separating the
ascending helix from the rest of the helical components on either side. Less conspicuous
but more common, is the Satyr tip which also separates the ascending helix from the
helix. Furthermore, Davis has presented examples in which the ascending helices are
not conspicuous, while the rest of the auricle components have their normal shape.
4.3.4 Tragus
Otocephaly, which was mentioned at the beginning of this section, is a syndrome in which
the tragus is missing. Other tragal anomalies may exhibit extensions or duplications of
the tragus 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while the rest of the components are intact. Two ears with tragal anomaly are shown
in gure 4.13. These anomalies can be indications of the independence of the tragus.
Other evidence includes the nerve supply to the ear, which as was noted by Wood-Jones
et al. [81], suggests a dierent source for the tragus from the rest of the auricle.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.13: Tragal anomalies: The esh of the tragus is extended or developed in
abnormal directions. This has pushed the tragus out of its usual position and the
opening to the external ear canal can usually be seen. ((a) is taken from Gore et al.
2006 [33] and (b) is from Hunter et al. 2005 [35])
4.3.5 Superior crus of antihelix
Stahl ear is an anomaly concerning the structure of the antihelix. In a Stahl ear, the
superior crus of antihelix is not in its normal position or there is an additional crus
present. This might be accompanied by an unrolled helix in some cases. Figure 4.14
shows three examples of Stahl ears, including an ear which we found in our own database
(gure 4.14(c)). There is no consensus for the reasons behind the formation of Stahl
ear. Various causes, including embryonic pressures and abnormalities of the intrinsic
muscles have been suggested. It is also hypothesized that this might be caused by an
abnormality in the coalescence of hillocks 4 and 5 [23].Chapter 4 Ear Features { a Biological Approach 47
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.14: Stahl ears showing a third crus of antihelix. ((a) is taken from Aby [70],
(b) is from Hunter et al. 2005 [35] and (c) is from our dataset [56].)
4.3.6 Lobe
The lobe is generally thought of as being derived from the lower end of hillocks 1 and 6
which form the tragus and the antitragus respectively. However, Park et al. [61, 62], who
specically studied the ear lobe malformations, suggested that hillocks 2 and 6 generate
the tragus and the antitragus respectively, while the lobe is derived from hillocks 1 and
6. Davis also opted for a similar hillock contribution to the ear lobe [23].
The ear lobe is the only part of the ear which is not composed of cartilage, instead it
contains fat. The shape of the lobe can vary from well-formed to attached. Whether
the lobe is attached or not is an international standard for identication in Disaster
Victim Identication (DVI) [76]. In some ears the lobe is almost non-existent. Figure
4.15 presents ear examples with dierent lobe shapes. However, the lobe seems to be
the only part of the ear which continues to grow and change shape as the person grows
older. Meijerman [54] looked at the lengthening of the auricle as the person ages and
noted that the lobe appears to make up most of the increase. Note also that ear piercing,
which is a semi-permanent body modication, was reported by Abbas et al. to occur
in 46% of their population sample of 400 adults [1]. They reported that, in about
95% of the cases with ear piercing, the piercing occurs on the lobe. Although, as they
noted, the presence or absence of such piercing itself is a useful attribute for forensic
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by wearing earrings. Therefore since the lobe's shape varies with aging and also since
we may frequently nd the lobe to be occluded or cluttered by earrings, we do not pay
much attention to this component of the auricle, although it could exhibit a variety of
shapes, and in a database with a small time lapse between the captured samples it can
be comparatively discriminant.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.15: The dierent ear lobes: (a)A well-formed lobe. (b)An attached lobe.
(c)The lobe is missing. Ears are from the dataset which will later be analyzed [56].
4.4 Discussion
There are many limitations as to the current knowledge of embryological details and
many questions are yet to be answered. The common back-tracking method of studying
the ear embryology through the observed malformations is also subject to corruption
which can occur as a result of physical and environmental interactions with the samples.
Although there is no consensus as to the precise embryogenesis of the external ear,
certain aspects of the proposed hypotheses are similar. In these hypotheses, the helix
and antihelix are derived from hillocks 4 and 5; the crus of helix is usually assigned to
an individual hillock, either the second or the third; and the tragus and the antitragus
are commonly attributed to hillocks 1 and 6. Streeter [71] showed that hillocks 1 and 6
are the only hillocks which remain distinguishable during the development process and
their nal form is similar to the initial hillock appearance.
For its more coherent approach we favour the arrangement suggested by Streeter [71].
One of the main points which has been captured in the Streeter's hypothesis is that
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of helix and the rest of the helix on the hyoid side. As discussed in section 4.3.3, the
individuality of the ascending helix is well supported by various syndromes which aect
this component. Streeter also has a more coherent idea as to the formation of the
lobe, suggesting that early on in its development, the sixth hillock will divide in two
to form the antitragus and the lobe. Although Park et al. specically studied the ear
lobe and presented some evidence for their argument [61, 62], they did not produce a
comprehensive hypothesis concerning all the components.
His [71] and Sulik [72] also proposed arrangements which are similar to the one proposed
by Streeter. The main discrepancy between their hypotheses is regarding the formation
of the helix and the antihelix from hillocks 4 and 5. Streeter adopts the lateral partition-
ing, while His and Sulik employ the anterior-posterior partitions. Interestingly, there
is comparative evidence supporting both arguments. Cryptotia and Satyr ear, which
exhibit an underdevelopment of the upper helical region, while the lower part appears
to be normal, suggest a dierent development rate for the two, thus reinforce the His
and Sulik's argument. On the other hand, the emergence of the scapha between the
helix and antihelix supports Streeter's point of view, which states that the helix and
antihelix are separate components.
We propose a new arrangement for ear components derived from the aforementioned
evidence and hypotheses. In this, the emphasis is on identifying sites of independent
variations. Figure 4.16 depicts our hypothesized components of the ear. The two promi-
nent aspects of our arrangement are: we divide the helical region into not two, but four
parts { the upper helix; the lower helix; the upper antihelix and the lower antihelix {
and we assign an exclusive hillock to the ascending helix. We have intentionally avoided
using hillock numbers, since their imposed association is not necessary in our research.
Instead, we use letters. We have also deliberately neglected the ear lobe, since it seems
to be the only part of the ear which continues to grow and change as the person grows
older, and thus has only marginal biometric value.
As mentioned before, we expect big variations to occur at common sites of deformities.
The extent of the helix and the characteristics of its fold; the orientation and elevation
of the superior crus of antihelix; the length and steepness of the ascending helix and
the shape of the tragus are some of the more notable of these. On the other hand, the
crus of helix and the inferior crus of antihelix (the top margin of the concha), whichChapter 4 Ear Features { a Biological Approach 50
Figure 4.16: Our hypothesized components of the ear, which is mainly based on
Streeter and Sulik arrangements. We have deliberately used letters instead of hillock
numbers, since there is a disagreement between the two arrangements in the position
of hillocks 4 and 5. Thus we would have needed to favour one of these arrangements if
we were to use these numbers, while the hillock numbers are irrelevant to our research.
were described as the least variable of ear components by Streeter, are not common sites
for anomalies. However as it happens, the shadow often caused by the concavity of the
concha, creates a big contrast at the edges of the crus of helix and the inferior crus of
antihelix causing them to appear as prominent image features.
4.5 Conclusions
The material discussed in this chapter is mainly derived from embryological and surgical
accounts of the human ear, revisited from a new perspective, to be exploited in ear
biometrics. The accounts of ear embryology attribute six individual growth centres to
the formation of the ear shape, and dierent arrangements have been proposed for these
six components in the denitive auricle. Ear abnormalities have been used as one of
the main cues. We have derived a new arrangement for the ear components which
is intended to highlight the sites of independent variations and is consistent with the
discussed ear anomalies. We argue that these insights from ear embryology, particularly
since they reveal a component-wise structure, not only assist designing and assessing
methods to perform recognition, but they also reinforce the premise of ear biometric
validity. Having shown that the ear is indeed a component-wise structure, in the next
chapter, we employ a parts-based model to recognize ears.Chapter 5
The Parts-Based Model
The ear's embryology inspires a localized approach which capitalizes on various ear
components. Such an approach simplies the problem by breaking down the complex
structure of the ear into parts which are considered individually. To this end, we propose
a parts-based model. Our model, which is the rst model-based approach for ear bio-
metrics, is learned using a stochastic clustering method and a training set of ear images.
It can detect various ear components in 2D ear images. The deployment advantages of
a model-based approach include robustness in noise and occlusion, which is particularly
favourable since images of ears are susceptible to occlusion, mostly by hair. It also has
a potential advantage in viewpoint invariance. Furthermore the model's explicit ap-
proach discards additional irrelevant elements of information which are not part of the
ear structure, such as earrings.
In this chapter, we shall discuss the details of our model construction and its derived
parts. The candidates for the model parts are detected using the Scale Invariant Fea-
ture Transform (SIFT). A stochastic clustering method extracts the clusters of SIFT
keypoints in the training set. These clusters constitute the model parts. Although we
can not detect the ear components directly from gure 4.16, this information is used to
guide and inform the choice of the model. The model parts are identied and evalu-
ated through comparison with the ear components depicted in gure 4.16, and thereby
potential improvements have been identied.
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5.1 Feature Extraction
The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [52] automatically extracts potential
interest points in images in a consistent manner across scales. These features which are
marked at the location of the scale-space extrema, are called the keypoints, and describe
neighbourhoods of pixels. The size of each neighbourhood is proportional to the scale in
which the feature is detected. SIFT's special design enables it to detect the most stable
features across all possible scales. We apply SIFT following the enrolment of ears.
The keypoints determined by SIFT have assigned locations, scales and orientations. A
distinctive descriptor is also assigned to each keypoint, describing the appearance of the
neighbourhood. These descriptors, which are 44 arrays of orientation histograms, are
normalized with respect to scale and orientation, therefore SIFT is scale and rotation
invariant. Furthermore, they are partially invariant to changes in illumination and
viewpoint. Lowe has shown that the assigned descriptors are highly distinctive, which
allows a single feature to nd its correct match with good probability in a large database
of features [52].
Figure 5.1: The SIFT keypoints of an ear image.
Figure 5.1 shows an ear image with the detected keypoints superimposed. Each keypoint
is depicted by a vector showing its location, scale, and orientation. Note that many of
these keypoints, such as those detected on the hair, are irrelevant and many, such as the
small step edges along the helix, are insignicant in recognition. However, among these
are the keypoints which describe specic ear components.Chapter 5 The Parts-Based Model 53
Figure 5.2: The crus of helix has been detected on four ear images using SIFT.
Figure 5.2 shows four ear images and their SIFT keypoints. In these, the keypoints
describing the crus of helix are highlighted. The crus of helix, which is the transverse
ridge on the oor of the concha, is only one of the many ear components which are
detected using SIFT. Some components are more consistently detected than the others.
5.2 Learning
Our ear model is constructed using a stochastic clustering method on the SIFT keypoints
of the training set. This clustering is an instance of a generic approach called leader-
follower clustering [28]. In this, a cluster is initiated upon the arrival of a SIFT keypoint
which does not match any of the existing clusters. A new keypoint which is added to a
cluster will update the cluster's properties (appearance, location, scale and orientation)
depending on the elasticity of the cluster, which is determined by its population. The
SIFT keypoints of each ear image are repeatedly presented to the construction algorithm,
until the model is stabilized. This is known as recycling, and each cycle is called an epoch
[16].
Our learning comprises three distinct processes:
 Updating/Adding Clusters: Upon the introduction of a keypoint the matching
cluster, if it exists, is updated or a new cluster is initiated.
 Revision: A hierarchical clustering algorithm scans for duplicated or similar clus-
ters, and these are merged to avoid the division of focus.
 Termination: The recycling is terminated when the model's alteration is not sig-
nicant in three consecutive epochs, indicating that the components of the modelChapter 5 The Parts-Based Model 54
have stabilized.
The main advantage of this method is that the data is not put into a presupposed
number of clusters, but clusters are dynamically created and merged to accommodate
the data. While the description of the database we have used will come later, it should
be noted here that accurate enrolment has been used in training by cropping to the
average ear size of the database to ensure the use of ear features only. Examples of the
images in the training set are shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: A sample of training set images.
SIFT keypoints are detected on every ear image of the training set, and thus our in-
formation includes the appearance a, location x, scale s, and the orientation  of these
keypoints;
Pn = (an;xn;sn;n); (5.1)
where Pn is a SIFT keypoint. At each epoch a set of keypoints detected on a single
training image is presented to the algorithm. We use a distance measure which combines
the normalized scores (in standard deviations) of the Euclidean distances of appearance
and location. Normalization is achieved by mapping the Euclidean distances to the dis-
tance distributions of matching keypoints manually marked between two ear images. In
this, the training images are well registered and thus the locations of matching keypoints
are correlated. Let (a;a) and (x;x) denote the mean and the standard deviation of
these two distributions for matching appearances and locations respectively. Thereby
the distance d between two keypoints Pi and Pj is:
d(Pi;Pj) =
kai   ajk   a
a
+
kxi   xjk   x
x
; (5.2)
when both normalized scores are less than three standard deviations, following the ap-
plication of a lter which discards pairs that exhibit big scale or orientation disparities.
Otherwise the two keypoints will be reported as mismatched keypoints. For the valuesChapter 5 The Parts-Based Model 55
of the parameters and thresholds see table 5.1.
5.2.1 Updating Clusters
Let Ci(k) the cluster i in kth epoch be:
Ci(k) = fcai(k);cxi(k);csi(k);ci(k);ni(k)g; (5.3)
where ca denotes the cumulative average of appearances, cx is the cumulative average
of locations and the other components are similarly dened. Let ni(k) be the number of
keypoints that have contributed to this cluster up to the kth epoch. All image keypoints,
considered in various epochs, contribute to their nearest cluster if it is suciently close,
i0 = argmin
i
fd[Ci(j);Px(j)]g
d[Ci0(j);Px(j)] < "s
as:
Ci0(k + 1) =
Pk
j=1 Px(j)
ni0(k + 1)
: (5.4)
In this, Ci0(k + 1) is derived by the contributions from dierent keypoints, Px(j)s, in
k epochs. Any keypoint which is not matched to a cluster initiates a new cluster. "s is
the similarity threshold which determines a match.
5.2.2 Revision
As a result of these alterations some clusters might become so similar that they can no
longer be considered distinct,
d[Ci(k);Cj(k)] < "d ; (5.5)
where "d is the distinction threshold. Therefore a hierarchical clustering algorithm is
applied at the end of each epoch to detect these duplicated clusters. In this, the two
nearest clusters are repeatedly merged until the distance between the nearest clusters is
bigger than "d and thus all clusters are distinct. Let Cl(k) denote the new cluster whichChapter 5 The Parts-Based Model 56
replaces Ci(k) and Cj(k) ,
Cl(k) =
ni(k)  Ci(k) + nj(k)  Cj(k)
ni(k) + nj(k)
: (5.6)
5.2.3 Termination
Thus far, our ear model has been obscured by the mass of isolated clusters which were
added to the structure so that their potential as a model part would be assessed, but
which failed to generate well populated clusters. Applying a threshold on the clusters'
cardinalities, we prune out these isolated clusters. Thus the model at the kth epoch
Mod(k) is a cumulative average composed of suciently populated clusters,
Mod(k) = fCi(k)jni(k) > "pg ; (5.7)
where "p is the population threshold. The recycling is terminated when the model's
alteration is not signicant in three consecutive epochs. To detect this stable state an
estimate of the model evolution rate m(k) is obtained by measuring the distance between
the model parts in adjacent epochs,
m(k) =
X
i
d[Modi(k);Modj0(k   1)]
j0 = argmin
j
fd[Modi(k);Modj(k   1)]g :
(5.8)
Figure 5.4 depicts m(k) against the increasing number of epochs. A logarithmic scale is
used for plotting m(k) to display its uctuations in small values more clearly. As men-
tioned in equation 5.7, a threshold determines the prominent clusters which constitute
the model. In this the clusters are constantly changing in the background; if a cluster
becomes suciently populated, it gets included in the model and causes an abrupt shift
in the structure of the model and a spike in m(k), as can be seen in gure 5.4. The
frequency of these spikes gradually decreases, and the model gradually stabilizes.
5.3 Training Set and Parameters
63 ear images are manually registered and used in the training of our model. The details
of our data are discussed in chapter 7. Table 5.1 summarizes the training parametersChapter 5 The Parts-Based Model 57
Figure 5.4: An estimate of the model evolution rate m(k) in adjacent epochs.
Table 5.1: The modeling parameters and thresholds (p stands for pixels)
a a x x "s "d "p
0.33 0.12 6:5p 23:3p 5 4 2
5k
and their values. a, a, x and x are estimated by the mean and standard deviation
of two distance distributions of matching keypoints between two ear images. For this
we manually labelled the matching keypoints in two ear images.
"s and "d are experimentally chosen from amongst a small plausible subset, A=f3,
4, 5, 6g. Considering that these thresholds are for sums of two distinct distances
(appearance and location), which are both normalized and stated in standard deviations,
the subset A, in fact, indicates the largest concurrent deviations of f3
2;2; 5
2;3g.
Thereby "s is set to 5, maximizing the recognition via the model for a small set of
ear images. "d is set to a lower value of 4, which delays the merging of clusters and
intuitively allows the clusters more time to assume individuality. "p is set by evaluating
the model in a recognition task in random stages during the learning.Chapter 5 The Parts-Based Model 58
5.4 The Derived Model
32 parts are learned for the model. Figure 5.5 depicts these parts, which are shown
individually as circular regions, superimposed on the mean image of the training set,
depicting the location, orientation and the scale of each part. However, this conveys no
information on variance and detectability of these parts.
Figure 5.5: The 32 derived model parts superimposed on the mean image of the
training set.
In recognition, these parts are detected on every ear image; only the corresponding parts
are then compared. A model part can be described as the prevalent feature it detects.
Figure 5.6 exhibits the detected parts on the rst 37 images of our data. In this, each
column presents an ear image with its parts, while rows depict the parts detected on
dierent ear images. Clearly, not every part is detected on every image. The frequency
of detection varies for dierent parts; part 9 is detected on most images while part 22 is
rarely picked. The model parts are also dierent in terms of the features they capture.
We divide the parts into three categories, one of which is ear components:Chapter 5 The Parts-Based Model 59
Figure 5.6: Detected model parts on ear images (a column presents dierent parts in
an ear image, and a row presents a part detected on dierent ears).
 Basic features:
Common image features, such as step edges, appear in six parts { 1, 3, 4, 8, 13 and
29. Although these could be observed within complex components, they are not
individually signicant. Especially in the case of ear images, they often emerge as
a result of the contrast introduced by dark hair. The six diagrams in gure 5.7
represent these six parts.
 Recurring shapes:
Similar shapes might appear repeatedly within more complex structures. Situated
on the helix, are a series of small patches which include a vertical indentation
adjacent to a bloated ridge, which is the rolled over edge of the helix. These areChapter 5 The Parts-Based Model 60
Figure 5.7: Diagrammatic representation of the basic features. The striped sections
represent the parts' inclined direction of variation.
Table 5.2: The model parts which describe specic ear components.
Describing
Part
Ear Component being Described
Level of
Detail
2
Triangular Fossa(the depression between the
superior and inferior cruses of antihelix)
High
6 Ascending helix Medium
7 Upper helical region Low
9 Inferior Crus of antihelix High
10, 11
Conuence of inferior crus of antihelix and the
crus of helix
Medium
14, 16 Crus of helix High
12, 20 Concha
High,
Medium
21 Lower ear region Low
22 Entire ear |
23 Antitragus High
28, 30, 31 Incisura High
aligned to form an elliptical component { the helix. Nine parts presenting such
features are: 5, 15, 17, 18, 19, 25, 26, 27 and 32.
 Ear components:
These are sixteen parts each corresponding to either an ear component, a signicant
section of a component or a conuence of components. Table 5.2 summarizes these
parts. The level of detail captured in each description is also included in the table.
Note that the signicance of each of these parts in recognition depends on the
frequency and accuracy of detection as well as the featured component's ability to
discriminate.
Part 24, which does not produce consistent results, is not assigned to any of these groups.Chapter 5 The Parts-Based Model 61
5.4.1 Feature Subset Selection
In recognition, we use our model as a mask in keypoint selection. We search for matches
to our model parts amongst the detected SIFT keypoints on each ear image. The best
match is selected from a set of possible matches that are ranked according to their
appearance similarity and from which those with large scale or orientation disparities
have already been discarded. The distance between each pair of ear images is dened
as the mean distance between their corresponding parts, and a k-nearest neighbour is
then used to classify the ear images. The details of the model-based recognition and the
description of the training and test sets can be found in chapter 7. However, for the sake
of argument, here, we refer to a model-based recognition rate on one of the test sets.
A 96.3% correct recognition rate is achieved on our dataset of 63 individuals, which
comprises 189 images (testset B, section 7.1). However, as we will show here, a much
smaller subset of parts can achieve similar recognition. Feature subset selection al-
gorithms search for the best features and the most eective subsets of features for a
classication. Sequential Forward Floating Search (SFFS) is a feature subset selection
algorithm proposed by Pudil et al. [65], and in a feature selection evaluation study by
Jain et al. [46] it was reported as the dominant method among the tested algorithms,
including genetic algorithms and articial neural networks. Given the desired number
of features for the subset, SFFS starts with an empty set and searches for the best sub-
set by sequentially adding the next best feature in conjunction with its present subset.
Each feature which is added to the subset constitutes a forward step. The features are
also removed in backward steps. A backward step is performed when it improves the
performance of an intervening subset.
The recognition rates achieved using the subsets selected by SFFS are shown in gure
5.8. It can be seen that the model achieves 98% of its best performance with only ten
parts. Nine parts out of these ten belong to our third category of parts, describing
specic ear components. The remaining parts are either irrelevant to recognition, or
they were rendered redundant by the chosen subset.Chapter 5 The Parts-Based Model 62
Figure 5.8: The recognition rates achieved by subsets with dierent cardinalities
selected by SFFS.
5.4.2 The Ten Most Signicant Parts
Table 5.3 provides a more detailed description of the ten parts which have been selected
via SFFS. These parts are listed in order of their signicance in recognition, which is
the order by which they were picked by the algorithm. Eight matches corresponding
to each part are also shown in the table. Studying these parts, we discuss the model's
capability to perform recognition, and potential improvements are also identied.
According to table 5.3, the most important ear features are the inferior crus of antihelix
(part 9) and its intersection with the crus of helix (part 10). This appears to contradict
one of our conclusions in section 4.4, which was based on some ear malformation studies
and was also observed by Streeter [71]: the inferior crus of antihelix and the crus of
helix are the least variant parts of the ear. We believe that this disparity is caused by
our model's proven capability in detecting the parts in question. We can see in table 5.3
that parts 9 and 10 are the most accurately detected (detection rate  correct detection
rate) parts of the ear, which means that the information regarding these parts is mostChapter 5 The Parts-Based Model 63
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Description examples
9 0.91 0.96 Inferior Crus of antihelix
10 0.85 0.88
Conuence of inferior crus of antihelix and the crus
of helix
6 0.74 0.89 Ascending helix
20 0.37 n/a Concha or similar cavities
7 0.52 n/a
Upper helical region (including the upper helix,
superior crus of antihelix and the ascending helix)
14 0.57 0.82 Crus of helix
21 0.35 1 Lower ear region
1 0.19 { A basic shape
28 0.55 0.82 Incisura
31 0.50 0.83 Incisura
Table 5.3: The details of the ten most signicant parts of the model. * CDR (Correct
Detection Rate) is determined by manual evaluation. CDR is not presented for parts
20 and 7, since there is a high uncertainty in labeling the erroneous matches. This is
due to the fact that these parts each detect a feature but in slightly dierent scales.Chapter 5 The Parts-Based Model 64
frequently available. As to the reason for the model's capability to detect these parts, we
hypothesize that their comparative consistency, as was noted previously, helps learning
these components by clustering.
The ascending helix was also discussed during the study of the ear's embryology. It was
shown that although the ascending helix is not an obvious component, there is much
evidence supporting its individuality. In accordance with that, the third most signicant
model part (part 6) describes the ascending helix.
The model parts depicted in table 5.3 can also reveal which ear components and features
are under-represented in the model. Most notable of these is the helix. Although some
model parts, like part 5 and 18, describe aspects of the helical fold, the shape of the
helix as a whole has not been captured, while the helix is one of ear's most variant
and hence one of its most discriminant components. As aforementioned, the scapha,
which provides a margin between the helix and antihelix, increases the potential of free
development for the helix. This potentially discriminant and independent component,
which seems not to have been considered, marks a potential improvement for the model.
The detection of the upper helical region as an important part (part 7) is interesting
from the recognition point of view, since we have shown in section 4.3 that there is
evidence indicating distinct development for this section of the ear. It is also interesting
to speculate why the incisura is featured in many dierent model parts (see table 5.2).
Can it be that a big variance is imposed on this region because of the two distinct
hillocks (1 and 6)? Furthermore the tragus is considered to be one of the most variant
components. Thus the variance might be larger than can be expressed in a single cluster.
An alternative probabilistic approach [30], which is used to learn models for object
recognition, has also been applied to learn the ear model. By preliminary evaluations of
performance in modelling and recognition, this method does not present an improvement
over our ear model. The details of this can be found in Appendix A.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have proposed a new parts-based model for ear biometrics. We have
learned our model from a training set of ear images. In this, a stochastic clusteringChapter 5 The Parts-Based Model 65
method nds the clusters of SIFT keypoints in the training set. Thus the frequently
observed structures in these images are detected. As discussed in chapter 4, although
the ear appears as an intact shape, embryology describes it as a conuence of individual
components, which validates our modelling scheme. Even though not all the structures
which appear in the model are specic ear components, a feature subset selection has
revealed that the most signicant model parts in recognition are in fact the ear compo-
nents.
Chapter 7 contains the details of the experimental results, including a thorough evalu-
ation of the model-based performance in recognition when applied to various test sets
and with dierent levels of occlusion. As we shall see, the model achieves a 96.3%
recognition rate on testset B, which includes 189 images from 63 individuals each rep-
resented by 3 images of the left ear. This test set is from the Hurley et al.s' selection
[40] from the XM2VTS database [56]. The images in the Hurley et al.s' derived dataset
are all taken from the left prole. We also extract further images from XM2VTS and
extend the number of individuals to 150. In our newly added data, each individual is
represented by at least two images, and since there is no preference between left and
right ears both are considered, and the one with most number of unoccluded samples
is chosen. Thereby, we derive testset C, with 458 images of 150 individuals, on which
the model obtains an 89.1% recognition rate. One of the most signicant advantages
of model-based approaches is their capability in handling occlusion and noise, and we
shall show that our model is robust in dealing with the disturbances caused by occlu-
sion. Our results conrm the validity of this approach not just in modelling, but also
by recognition capabilities.
Having studied the components of the ear and the location and description of the ex-
pected variations, in chapter 4, we have evaluated the extent of ear information that has
been captured by the model. Thereby, we have noted that the information residing in
the helix and the antihelix has not yet been suciently explored. In the next chapter,
we shall exploit the characteristics of these curves, using a wavelet-based approach.Chapter 6
Robust Log-Gabor Filter for the
Outer Ear Curves
Our parts-based model has shown that various embryonic parts of the ear form clusters,
when examined by a local feature descriptor such as SIFT, and thus they are detectable in
dierent ear images. However, the shape and characteristics of the outer ear boundaries
{ the helix and the antihelix { have been left unexplored using this method. Expanding
on our previous model, in this chapter we capitalize on the ear's boundary curves.
The embryology and the anatomy of these curves oer evidence of a high degree of
independent variation, which leads us to expect considerable performance gain as the
result of incorporating these new features.
Visualizing the helix and the antihelix as the ripples of a uctuating surface, we explore
their features by analyzing the frequency content along radial lines which are mostly
normal to the helix curve. For this task we have chosen a wavelet approach, more
specically the log-Gabor lter. As in the previous stages, we are concerned with the
eects of partial occlusion. By localization a wavelet can oer performance advantages
when handling occluded data. A more robust matching strategy is also applied to handle
erroneous coecients if they emerge. Prior to applying the wavelet transform, a neigh-
bourhood including the helix and the antihelix is automatically detected, rearranged
and aligned into a template.
In this chapter, we shall rst discuss the characteristics of the features we aim to capture
with this new approach. We will then prepare aligned templates and explore them via the
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log-Gabor lters. Finally, we analyze the robustness of this method to partial occlusion
and add a more robust matching strategy.
6.1 Improving the Parts-Based Model
Figure 6.1 shows how the ten most signicant parts of the model (see section 5.4.2) have
been distributed on an ear image. Each part is shown by a circular region, coloured
in a shade proportional to the scale of the part; bigger parts have more lighter shade
indicating that a lesser amount of detail has been captured. It can easily be seen that
the model contains mainly the mandibular components (mainly the components seen
on the right-hand side of the image) of the ear. The hyoid parts, especially the helix,
are under-represented. We hypothesize that this is caused by utilizing SIFT points as
candidates for model parts. Being a circular-based region descriptor, SIFT is incapable
of describing the boundaries and stretched curves in comparative detail. Therefore,
Lowe suggests the use of image contour features in addition to the SIFT features [52].
Fergus also adds curve descriptors to his region-based features in his approach to object
recognition [29].
Figure 6.1: The model parts coverage map. Note that the helix and parts of the
antihelix are outside the concentration zone.
The helix and antihelix are developed from two out of six embryonic hillocks. By ne-
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ear image. It is also interesting to note, as was observed by Streeter [71], the helix and
the antihelix take longer to develop into their denitive shape and are more detailed and
occupy a much bigger area of the ear compared to the parts on the mandibular side.
The helix is attached to the antihelix along all of one side. Thus, it appears that the two
should have highly correlated structures. However, on this note, we should also consider
the scapha. The scapha is a concave surface of free portion lying between the antihelix
and the helix. Note gure 6.2 in which three dierently shaped and sized scaphas are
highlighted. The scapha is almost inconspicuous in gure 6.2(a), while it occupies a
larger area of the ear in gure 6.2(b). Figure 6.2(c) shows that scapha is not necessarily
parallel to the antihelix. The scapha provides a margin and allows the helix to be rather
shape-independent from the curves and ridges within it. Thus the possibility of nding
new and discriminant information arises from the potential of independence in the helix.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.2: The scapha is highlighted in these images. The scapha is a surface of free
portion, and thus it assumes various shapes.
6.2 Approach
The ear boundary curve has been previously explored by other researchers mainly for
the purpose of segmentation. Alvarez et al. [6] tted an ovoid model to the ear contour,
thereby described the shape of the helix. Yan et al. [88] used an elliptical active contour
to locate the ear outline. These detected curves can then be represented by Fourier
descriptors. However, Alvarez et al. initialize their algorithm with a manual estimate of
the ear contour, and Yan et al.'s method relies on the presence of both coloured 2D andChapter 6 Robust Log-Gabor Filter for the Outer Ear Curves 69
3D information and is susceptible to occlusion. Furthermore, apart from the information
regarding the curvature of the helix, other features of the boundary curves include: i)
the characteristics of the helix rolled-in margin; ii) the curvature and the width of the
antihelix; iii) the depth and the shape of the scapha. Figure 6.3 displays four images
from our database. In this, the rst ear on the top left has rather normal shaped parts,
but the other three each exhibit a discernible deviation from the normal shape in one of
the traits mentioned above.
Figure 6.3: Some of the possible variations in the shapes of the helix and antihelix.
Compare the characteristics of the traits mentioned in the deviated samples to the
corresponding region in the normal ear shape. These images are taken from our data.
We propose to describe the boundary information in terms of the frequency content of
the radial signals of the image intensities outwards from the concha. These radii, which
are mostly normal to the helix curve, capture the characteristics of the helix and the
antihelix as well as the variations between the two at each angle. A wavelet technique
is chosen to extract the frequency information. Note that wavelets oer decimation in
space as well as in frequency, which is their main advantage over the Fourier transform.
Thus by localization, they are intuitively benecial when handling partially occluded
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6.3 Preparing the Templates
Prior to applying the wavelets, we prepare aligned templates of image data. Our tem-
plate is the sampled image intensities in a semi-circular region which includes the helix.
The chosen centre of this semi-circle is where the crus of helix curves inwards, which is
almost the midpoint of the ear height and is situated on the outermost part of the ear,
opposite to the helix (see gure 6.4).
Figure 6.4: The input template
In this template, the ridge of the antihelix and the scapha reside in the rows, and thus
the columns exhibit the variation between the antihelix and the helix in each specic
angle. Figure 6.5 highlights two columns of the template in gure 6.4. In this the
helix and the antihelix are featured as hills, while the scapha is presented as a furrow.
The helix and the antihelix curvature information is also implicitly incorporated as the
accumulated location information of the corresponding ridges across all angles. Small
discrepancies in rotation and scale of the templates can be accounted for in matching,
with little loss of information, via shifting the template horizontally or/and vertically.
However, in the controlled environments in which databases are usually acquired, scale
does not change and ears are not rotated, notably.
The rst step in building these templates is to detect the centre of the semi-circle or
the crus of helix. This is done using some of the previously detected model parts which
vote for this location. Note that although parts 14 and 16 of the model directly feature
the crus of helix, they are not accurately detected on every ear image. Thus a further
set of parts contribute to the task via voting for the correct position of the crus of helix.
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Figure 6.5: Radial signal uctuations in two dierent angles. In these, the helix and
the antihelix are clearly presented as hills, while the scapha appears as a furrow. In
the second signal the antihelix consists of two parts, the inferior crus and the superior
crus of antihelix, which are visible as minor elevations.
5.4), which indicate nearby locations and are relatively more reliably detected. Figure
6.6 shows two ear images plus images showing how the votes accumulate to locate the
centre. In this, each part votes in a neighbourhood most likely to contain the crus of
helix. The votes in this neighbourhood are weighted, rstly proportional to the part's
accuracy rate, which has been determined via manually assessing the detected parts in
a small set of ear images, and secondly inversely proportional to the distance from the
putative centre. The location with most number of votes has been highlighted on the
initial image with a cross. Once the position of the hub has been determined, the image
is sampled along radial lines via interpolation.
6.4 Wavelet Approach and the Log-Gabor Filter
The Fourier transform is the main tool for frequency analysis. However, it is not good
for localizing frequency information spatially. In this, the sinusoid basis function spansChapter 6 Robust Log-Gabor Filter for the Outer Ear Curves 72
Figure 6.6: Six model parts vote for the position of the hub. Larger weights are
assigned to the votes of the parts which are expected to be more accurately detected.
the entire space with no hint as to the spatial signicance of each frequency component.
Alternatively, wavelets have been proposed to obtain localized frequency content. They
achieve this by decomposing the signal over waveforms which are well-localized in the
spatial-frequency plane. However, in doing so they lose some of the precision of the
frequency analysis. Indeed, any frequency-based analysis is governed by an inevitable
trade-o between the precision of spatial and frequency content [53].
For applications in computer vision, Gabor wavelets have been the most popular choice
of wavelet. This is somewhat justied as Daugman showed that the impulse responses
of a class of cells in the visual cortex can be approximated by Gabor wavelets [20].
The Gabor basis function is essentially a sine/cosine wave modulated by a Gaussian
windowing function. The wavelet transform provides a means for multi-scale analysis of
data, in which image projections into wavelets with various scales, highlight the specic
frequency content in the spatial domain. Daugman has successfully used the Gabor
wavelet for iris recognition [21].
An alternative to the Gabor wavelet is the log-Gabor wavelet proposed by Field [31].
Field has looked at the statistical properties of the natural images and showed that an
alternative coding { the log-Gabor lter { is a much more ecient method to describe
this class of images, which are characterized by their long tails in the frequency domain.
Furthermore, log-Gabor lters retain zero DC value regardless of the bandwidth. The
DC component is the response regarding the illumination or intensity of the image, which
is preferably set to zero giving invariance to illumination. In contrast, for the Gabor
lters we need to keep within one octave of bandwidth to obtain lters with zero DC
value. Log-Gabor lters have been comprehensively used by Kovesi [49, 48] to calculate
phase congruency. They have also been used as a feature extraction method in face and
iris recognition [67, 90]. Here we use the log-Gabor lter to extract the features of the
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6.4.1 Log-Gabor Filter
The log-Gabor lter is dened as having a frequency response which is Gaussian in
a logarithmic frequency scale as opposed to the standard Gabor which has Gaussian
frequency response in a linear scale. Figure 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) show the log-Gabor's
frequency response in linear and logarithmic scales respectively. Note the lter's zero
DC component and its long tail in 6.7(a). Figure 6.7(c) and 6.7(d) display the real
and the imaginary parts of the lter in the spatial domain. Kovesi noted that the
appearance of the Gabor and the log-Gabor lters in the spatial domain are almost
identical for bandwidths of less than one octave, however the log-Gabor lter becomes
much sharper as the bandwidth increases [48].
(a) frequency response in linear scale (b) frequency response in logarithmic scale
(c) real part (d) imaginary part
Figure 6.7: A log-Gabor lter prole in frequency and spatial domain. The frequency
response in linear and logarithmic scales are shown in (a) and (b). The real and
imaginary parts of the log-Gabor in spatial domain are shown in (c) and (d).
The log-Gabor frequency response is:
G(!) = e
 (log(!=!0))2
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where !0 is the centre frequency of the lter and the bandwidth is determined by the
k=!0 term. We will discuss the centre frequency and the bandwidth in greater detail
in the next section, which looks at assigning values to the lter parameters. We use
a one dimensional log-Gabor lter on the columns of the templates, T(r;). Thus the
projected image PI(r;) is obtained by:
PIn(r;) = F 1[F(T(r;))  Gn(!)]; (6.2)
where F and F 1 denote the Fourier and the inverse Fourier transforms, and Gn(!) is a
log-Gabor lter at scale n. This corresponds to convolving a template with the wavelet
in the spatial domain. Both the real and the imaginary responses are used in matching.
6.4.2 Filter Parameters
In this section, we describe how we obtain and tune our log-Gabor lter bank. A lter
bank is a collection of individual lters whose overlapping frequency responses span a
frequency spectrum. In this, we have followed the guidelines provided by Kovesi [48, 47].
In choosing the best values for the parameters of the log-Gabor lters, the main question
we have to answer is what range of frequencies we need to analyze. Figure 6.5 shows
two typical examples of our input signals, in which we expect the antihelix and the
helix to appear individually as hills in image intensity values. Roughly, the wavelengths
of the components representing these two are between one third to two thirds of the
duration of the signal (=41 pixels). On the other hand, Kovesi suggests that the smallest
wavelength value, and thus the biggest frequency, that can be captured is the Nyquist
limit of 2 pixels. Thus to nd the most distinctive frequency span we examine the
following intervals: min wavelength of 3 to 18 pixels and maximum wavelength of about
27( 41  2
3) pixels or larger.
Once we have an estimate of the frequencies we want to cover, we have to produce a
bank of lters which provides an even coverage of this spectrum. Designing an eective
log-Gabor lter bank requires the solution of the dilemma between providing an even
coverage of the spectrum and retaining independence in the lter responses. To this end,
Kovesi provides a table of empirically determined values for the scaling factor between
the centre frequencies of adjacent lters, achieving minimal overlap for a fairly even
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Table 6.1: Plausible intervals for the best value for each of the log-Gabor input
parameters.
Min wavelength Max wavelength Bandwidth
Search intervals [3;4;::;18] pixels max  27 pixels  0:5;1;1:5;2 octaves
The other parameter to be set is the bandwidth. As mentioned before, the upper limit
of one octave for Gabor lters has been overcome by the special design of log-Gabor,
thus lters with arbitrary bandwidths can be dened. Normally bandwidth represents
the width of the lter in the frequency domain. However, for log-Gabor lters changing
the bandwidth does not result in a simple linear stretch in the frequency domain. Kovesi
shows that increasing the bandwidth does not always create more localized log-Gabor
wavelets in spatial domain. He found that a bandwidth of two octaves minimizes the
spatial width of the lter and that, interestingly, for bandwidths larger than three octaves
the spatial width starts to increase considerably.
Table 6.1 lists the plausible intervals which were examined to determine the best values
for these parameters. The `decidability' d0, which was introduced by Daugman [22], is
used as a measure of tness of these parameters. d0 evaluates the potential decisiveness of
a biometric task by examining the separability of the clusters which represent individuals
in the feature space.
The bandwidth is controlled by the k=!0 parameter in equation 6.1. As calculated by
Kovesi, k=!0 = 0:75 results in a lter with approximately one octave bandwidth, and
k=!0 = 0:55 results in a two octave bandwidth. To design a lter bank, Kovesi couples
these with a multiplier, m, which determines the scaling between adjacent lters. m is
optimized to achieve minimal overlap and even coverage simultaneously. Details of this
can be found in [47]. The maximum wavelength is then determined;
max = min  m(n 1); (6.3)
where m is the multiplier and n is the number of lters in the lter bank. Here, n is set
to the smallest value for which max  27 is satised.
Figure 6.8 displays the decidability values in four trajectories corresponding to four
bandwidth values. In this, we plot the decidabilities against increasing min. The
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Figure 6.8: Decidability values in four dierent bandwidths. Note that bandwidth
increases as the k=!0 decreases.
Table 6.2: List of parameters in two dierent bandwidths
(a) k=!0=0.85
min k=!0 m n max d
0
3 0.85 1.3 10 32 2.52
4 0.85 1.3 9 33 2.56
5 0.85 1.3 8 31 2.55
6 0.85 1.3 7 29 2.50
7 0.85 1.3 7 34 2.69
8 0.85 1.3 6 30 2.59
9 0.85 1.3 6 33 2.73
10 0.85 1.3 5 29 2.61
11 0.85 1.3 5 31 2.70
12 0.85 1.3 5 34 2.77
13 0.85 1.3 4 29 2.64
14 0.85 1.3 4 31 2.70
15 0.85 1.3 4 33 2.77
16 0.85 1.3 3 27 2.59
17 0.85 1.3 3 29 2.61
18 0.85 1.3 3 30 2.65
(b) k=!0=0.55
min k=!0 m n max d
0
3 0.55 3 3 27 2.79
4 0.55 3 3 36 2.82
5 0.55 3 3 45 2.83
6 0.55 3 3 54 2.85
7 0.55 3 3 63 2.86
8 0.55 3 3 72 2.88
9 0.55 3 2 27 2.89
10 0.55 3 2 30 2.90
11 0.55 3 2 33 2.90
12 0.55 3 2 36 2.89
13 0.55 3 2 39 2.88
14 0.55 3 2 42 2.87
15 0.55 3 2 45 2.87
16 0.55 3 2 48 2.86
17 0.55 3 2 51 2.85
18 0.55 3 2 54 2.85
listed in table 6.2. Note that, m is determined following the choice of k=!0 and n is
obtained from equation 6.3 via conditioning max. It is evident from gure 6.8, that the
decidability values grow and also become more stable as the bandwidth becomes larger,
peaking around min = 10 and then reducing slightly. It seems that the uctuations
in d0 at k=!0 = 0:85 reect the uctuations in max values. This sensitivity to max
value is decreased as the bandwidth becomes larger. From amongst the best decidability
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(1) subject:1 sample:1 (2) subject:1 sample:2 (3) subject:2 sample:1 (4) subject:2 sample:2
(5) subject:3 sample:1 (6) subject:3 sample:2 (7) subject:4 sample:1 (8) subject:4 sample:2
Table 6.3: Eight ear images along with their corresponding templates, featuring four
individuals each represented by two samples.
neighbour classier. The chosen combination of parameters are highlighted in table 6.2.
These parameters are: min = 9 pixels; bandwidth  2 octaves; m = 3; n = 2; max =
27 pixels. Note that this method is sensitive to the accurate detection of the crus of
helix which acts as the hub to generate the templates. Thus, for each probe image four
additional templates are derived where the position of the hub has been slightly shifted
horizontally or vertically. In each comparison, the best matching template is used.
Table 6.3 presents eight ear images along with their corresponding templates. In this
there are four individuals each represented by two samples. The real and imaginary pro-
jections of these templates using the log-Gabor lters are shown in table 6.4. Note that
the helix and the edge of the antihelix adjacent to the concha are the most discernible
on the projections of lters with 9 pixels wavelength, while the body of the antihelix is
featured in the responses of the larger scaled 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Real Projections Imaginary Projections
 = 9  = 27  = 9  = 27
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Table 6.4: The real and imaginary projections of templates in table 6.3.Chapter 6 Robust Log-Gabor Filter for the Outer Ear Curves 79
6.5 Robust Matching
The spatially localized frequency information provided by log-Gabor lters is intuitively
benecial when analyzing ear images with occlusion. In this, the local frequency is not
contaminated by the clutter of surrounding regions. However, the projected image still
contains invalid information where data is corrupted. For classication purposes, we use
a simple nearest neighbour approach, for which we could use the Euclidean distance, but
this corresponds to least squares estimation, which is known to be intolerant of outliers.
Thus, here we shall consider a more robust alternative.
The least squares method minimizes the error function E:
E(r) =
X
i
(ri) ; (ri) = r2
i; (6.4)
where ri is a residual error. To demonstrate the inuence of the residuals on the error
function, an inuence function,  , is dened as:
 (ri) =
d(ri)
dri
: (6.5)
 -function for a given -function expresses the inuence of dierent residual values on
the estimation. In the least squares method with   = 2ri, the data points retain an
inuence proportional to their residual value, no matter how far from the mean they are.
This unconditional weighting of the distant residuals, which are the potential outliers, is
the cause of the lack of robustness. Estimation can be made more robust by restraining
the inuence of large residuals. It should also be noted that the optimum choice for the
inuence function is also dependent on the characteristics of the noise in the data.
Black and Jepson [9] have identied a similar problem in PCA, and used a robust -
function with good eect. They showed that the standard mapping of images into the
eigenspace corresponds to the least squares estimate, and thus the mapping of noisy
images produces poor results. The -function of their choice is:
(ri;s) =
r2
i
s2 + r2
i
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where  is a function of s as well as the residuals. The corresponding  -function is:
 (ri;s) =
2ris2
(s2 + r2
i)2 : (6.7)
Figure 6.9 shows this inuence function. In this, the inuence of potential outliers begins
to decrease at:
 0 = 0 ! jrij >
s
p
3
: (6.8)
Thus the parameter s determines a soft threshold.
Figure 6.9: The robust inuence function previously used by Black and Jepson to
handle the noise in the data when acquiring PCA projections.
Black and Jepson showed that this -function is appropriate to handle the disturbances
caused by structured noise and occlusion. This is very similar to the type of clutter
and occlusion we are dealing with in ear biometrics. Inspired by this, we use the same
-function in our distance measure. Here the residual vector r consists of the variations
between the components of two image projections i and j:
r = [PIn(r;)]i   [PIn(r;)]j (6.9)
Thus minimizing E corresponds to nding the nearest neighbour for image i. The value
of s is set to maximize the correct classi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(see section 7.1) { both in its original state and with 30% of synthetic occlusion.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have introduced a new complementary analysis to span the features
which have been neglected using our parts-based model. The specic aim of the new
approach is to capture information in the ear's outer structure. In this, we have captured
the target neighbourhood in aligned templates and explored the variations between
the boundary curves using log-Gabor lters. The undesirable eects of occlusion were
moderated rst via the localized approach of the log-Gabor lter and then by applying
a more robust matching strategy which restricts the inuence of erroneous projections.
We have conducted our experiments on a database of 521 images of 150 individuals. A
dataset of occluded samples have also been examined. The data is divided into various
testsets evaluating our techniques in dierent settings. The details of our experiments,
including the recognition performance of the parts-based model and the wavelet ap-
proach, both separately and fused, are discussed in the next chapter. As we shall nd,
on our main testset { testset C (see section 7.1) { our new wavelet method achieves a
91.9% correct classication rate and when combined with the model, it improves the
model's performance by 8% achieving a hybrid recognition rate of 97.4%. On this test-
set, the robust matching has improved the performance of the wavelet-based method by
about 5% for original samples. However, when the samples were occluded by about 20%
this improvement increased to about 17%, as will be described in the next chapter.Chapter 7
Hybrid Classication and
Experimental Results
In the preceding chapters, we have discussed the details of our ear biometric approach,
including: automatic enrolment, model learning and a complementary method of feature
extraction. In this chapter, starting with the description of the database, we shall
present extensive performance analysis. For this purpose, the data is divided into various
testsets to satisfying the need for an objective evaluation of the various aspects of our
biometric approach. In recognition, the ear model and the wavelet-based analysis are
employed both separately and when combined. We shall specically focus our attention
on assessing the eect of occlusion. As was mentioned earlier, we consider occlusion
to be the main obstacle hindering the deployment of ear biometrics. Thus we aim to
minimize the impairments caused by occlusion.
7.1 Test and Training Data
Our ear images are selected from face-prole images of the XM2VTS database [56].
XM2VTS is a multi-modal database, comprised of digital video recordings of the face
and speech of 295 subjects. In this, we use the frames of the left and right prole views
of the head. Figure 7.1 shows some face-prole images from XM2VTS. This database
was not specically targeted to the acquisition of ear images, and in many cases ears
are partially or fully occluded by hair. Hurley et al. [40] have derived a dataset of 63
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Figure 7.1: Examples of XM2VTS face-prole images.
individuals from the XM2VTS for their ear biometric analysis. This dataset is balanced,
having four images per individual which are all taken from the left prole. Thus this
set comprises (63  4 =)252 images. The ears in this database are fully visible and
have not been obscured by hair. Hurley et al. have also rotated, scaled and registered
these ears to 111  73 sized images. This registration, which is manually performed, is
specially developed to reinforce recognition capability in PCA for comparison purposes.
We make use of this data along with their manual registration. We also extract a further
269 images from XM2VTS and extend the number of individuals to 150. In our newly
added data, each individual is represented by at least two images of the left or right ear;
it also includes ears that are slightly occluded. We also derived a separate 361-image
dataset from other samples within XM2VTS which includes considerably occluded ears.
This set is assembled to examine the impact of occlusion by hair.
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settings. Table 7.1 summarizes the details of these testsets. The probability of random
match in a leave-one-out cross-validation scheme 1, which takes into account the size of
the database and the number of samples per individual, is also shown for each testset.
Note that this probability is presented as a measure of diculty of the testsets. The
other diculty factors include errors in enrolment, image quality and occlusion.
Table 7.1: Summary of the testsets properties.
Testset Size Subjects
Automatic
Enrolment
Enrolment Error
Probability of
random match
Testset A 189 63 x { 0.0106
Testset B 189 63 X 0=189 = 0% 0.0106
Testset C 458 150 X 4=458  1% 0.0048
Testset D 269 87 X 4=269  1:5% 0.0086
Testset E - probe 148 104 X 7=148  5%
0.0088
Testset E - gallery 213 104 X 8=213  4%
We have developed an automatic ear enrolment method, in chapter 3, which nds the
position of the ear. An image including the ear is then cropped. Figure 7.2(a) shows
some enrolled ears using this method, Hurley's manual registration of these ears is shown
in gure 7.2(b). Our automatic enrolment nds the ear in 517=521( 99:2%) images of
(a) Automatic enrolment
(b) Hurley's manual enrolment
Figure 7.2: Our automatic enrolment and Hurley's manual enrolment
the main data (testset C plus the training set) and in 346=361( 95:8%) images of the
occluded dataset (testset E).
1In a leave-one-out cross-validation scheme, each sample is compared against the rest of the dataset.
Thus the probability of random match is:
P4
n=2
mn
N 
n 1
N 1, where N is the testset size, n is the number
of samples per subject, and mn is the number of subjects having n number of samples. Each subject is
represented by at least two and at most four samples.Chapter 7 Hybrid Classi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The detailed description of our datasets is as follows:
 Training set:
- 63 images, 63 individuals, from Hurley's selection [40]
- Manual registration, from Hurley's registration
These images are used to train the ear model.
 Testset A:
- 189 images, 63 individuals, from Hurley's selection
- Manual registration, from Hurley's registration
This testset is used to display the PCA's best performance.
 Testset B:
- 189 images, 63 individuals, same ears as in testset A
- Automatic enrolment
This dataset is used in conjunction with testset A to evaluate the signicance of
pinpoint registration in the overall performance of dierent recognition methods.
The manual registration provides accurate enrolment of the ears and furthermore
the ears are normalized in terms of rotation and scale, while our automatic en-
rolment crops a wider image patch where the ear is roughly placed in the centre.
Some of the surrounding hair and skin are also captured in these patches. Note
that the redundancy in the enrolled patches provides a margin for error, increasing
the chance of producing workable samples when the ears are occluded or otherwise
cluttered.
 Testset C:
- 458 images, 150 individuals, the entire unoccluded dataset
- Automatic enrolment
This is the entire unoccluded dataset excluding the training samples. This testset
is unbalanced; it includes four, three or two samples per individual.
 Testset D:
- 269 images, 87 individuals,
- Automatic enrolment
This dataset includes the ear samples that we have added to Hurley's data from
XM2VTS. Compared to testset B, testset D is generally more aected by occlusion,
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 Testset E:
- 361 images in 213 gallery and 148 probe images, 104 individuals
- Automatic enrolment
This testset is assembled to assess the impacts of occlusion by hair. It consists of
a probe set of ears which are occluded by hair, while the gallery includes good ear
samples of the individuals. This testset is comparable to our main testset (testset
C) in terms of number of images. Unfortunately, it is not straight forward to assess
the degree of occlusion in probe images. The extent of occlusion in these images
varies from about 10% to as much as 60%; the cases of severe or total occlusion in
XM2VTS are not included. Figure 7.3 shows the entire set of occluded probes of
testset E which have been automatically enrolled. Given the properties of the HT
in handling noise and occlusion it obtains satisfactory results enrolling occluded
ears.
The UND ear biometric database [86] also includes head-prole images, and it contains
both 2D and 3D data. This database, with 942 images from 302 subjects, is one of the
biggest available datasets of ears. However, in this the emphasis is on the 3D scans,
and the 2D images are of considerably lower quality compared to XM2VTS samples.
Yan et al. [88] have reported a high recognition rate on this data. However, note that
their analysis is mainly based on the 3D data and the use of 2D information is very
limited. They use 2D colour data in segmentation as one of the two conditions to stop
the expansion of an active contour. The 3D scans and 2D colour images are obtained
nearly simultaneously. Example images from UND are shown in gure 7.4. In this, a
Minolta VIVID 910 range scanner is used to capture both 3D and 2D data. A rotating
lter captures the 2D colour images, which suers when the subject moves slightly. We
nd that the blurring eect caused by the long exposure time and poor indoor lighting
conditions produce 2D images which are of considerably lower quality than the XM2VTS
images. Because of these limitations in quality of UND data we mainly use XM2VTS
data in performance evaluation, although we have tried our automatic enrolment on
UND data (see section 3.3).Chapter 7 Hybrid Classi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Figure 7.3: The entire probe set of testset E, automatically enrolled. The ears of this
set are all occluded to various degrees, and in some the enrolment has been unable to
detect the ear. The errors in enrolment have been highlighted.Chapter 7 Hybrid Classication and Experimental Results 88
Figure 7.4: Examples of 2D images in the UND dataset.
7.2 Ear Recognition
In recognition, we use the parts-based model and the log-Gabor coecients both sepa-
rately and jointly. We combine the two using a simple decision fusion technique of the
weighted sum of the normalized distances. Thus the hybrid distance, D, between two
ear images is dened as:
D = wm  Dmodel + wo  Douter ear: (7.1)
where Douter ear is the distance of the log-Gabor coecients, and is so named since it
presents the characteristics of the ear's outer structures.
We use our model as a mask in keypoint selection. The model parts are detected on
every ear image. Thereafter only the corresponding parts are compared, and thus only
the featured components in the model are used in recognition. The model searches for
the model parts amongst the detected SIFT keypoints. The best match is selected from
a set of possible matches that are ranked according to their appearance similarity and
from which those with large scale or orientation disparities have already been discarded.
Let MPx be the set of model parts detected on image x. MPxk is set to null if part
k is not detected. Thereby the part-wise distance between each pair of ear images isChapter 7 Hybrid Classi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estimated as the mean distance between their corresponding parts:
Dpart wise(MPi;MPj) =
X
kjMPik;MPjk6=;
jjMPik;MPjkjj
mij
(7.2)
where mij is the number of parts which were detected in both images. In comparing
a probe image to the gallery, Dpart wise is biased in that potentially dierent subsets
of parts contribute to assessing the distances of the probe to dierent gallery images.
Thus, we also include a measure of structural similarity.
The Tanimoto (Jaccard) coecient, which was rst introduced by Paul Jaccard [45], is
used to measure the similarity between sets. It is dened as the size of the intersection
divided by the size of the union of the sets. This metric is commonly used in comparing
the structural features of molecules in chemical databases, where vectors of binary data
are compared [80]. Here, we use it to assess the similarity between each pair of ear
images in terms of presence or absence of various parts. The absence of a part in an
ear image could mean that the part is occluded. However for unoccluded ear images
it can mean that the part is signicantly dierent from the normal shape, thus it has
not been detected. We dene a status set for each ear image which indicates whether
dierent parts have been detected. The similarity between these status sets quanties
the similarity in tting the model to the images. In a status set, S, a part k can be
either detected, (k;on), or not detected, (k;o);
Si = f(k;on) or (k;o)g; k = 1:::N; (7.3)
where N is the number of the model parts. We expect a bigger correlation between the
status sets of images from the same ear, and we use the Tanimoto distance, which is
derived from the Tanimoto coecient (Tanimoto distance = 1 Tanimoto coecient),
to determine the distance between two status sets:
Dtanimoto(Si;Sj) =
ni + nj   2nij
ni + nj   nij
; (7.4)
where ni and nj are the number of elements in the sets Si and Sj respectively, and nij
is the number of elements in both sets. Here, ni=nj=N, where N is the number of the
model parts. We de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two aforementioned distances:
Dmodel = wp  Dpart wise + wt  Dtanimoto; (7.5)
where wp and wt are the weights of the part-wise and Tanimoto distances respectively.
These weights are determined empirically. Table 7.2 lists the number of correct classica-
tions as well as the Daugman's decidability values [22], d0, as the weight of the part-wise
metric increases. The evident improvement in performance as wp increases indicates
the comparative signicance of the part-wise distance in recognition. A small improve-
ment is obtained as the result of incorporating the Tanimoto distance at wp = 0:85 and
wt = 0:15.
Table 7.2: Tuning the weights of the components in the model-based distance by
classication rates and decidability on testset B
wp wt Correct/189 d0
0 1 39 1.19
0.1 0.9 50 1.40
0.2 0.8 61 1.63
0.3 0.7 87 1.89
0.4 0.6 108 2.17
0.5 0.5 143 2.45
0.6 0.4 162 2.70
0.7 0.3 174 2.89
0.75 0.25 177 2.95
0.8 0.2 179 2.99
0.85 0.15 182 3.00
0.9 0.1 182 2.99
0.95 0.05 181 2.97
1 0 178 2.93
On the other hand, the Douter ear, as was described in chapter 6, is the distance between
two projected images PIi and PIj (from equation 6.2), which is robustly estimated by:
Douter ear(PIi;PIj) =
X
r;;n
f[PIn(r;)]i   [PIn(r;)]jg; (7.6)
where  is the robust -function in equation 6.6.
Table 7.3 lists the number of correctly classied ears as well as the respective decidability
values examining dierent combinations of weights for Dmodel and Douter ear on two
testsets B and C. The best values are highlighted in this table; wm = 0:4 and wo = 0:6.Chapter 7 Hybrid Classi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Note that this does not correspond to the maximum d0 value, but it is close to it. Note
also that the d0 is a measure of the decisiveness of the feature space and is independent
of the classier, hence the disparity when the classier does not exploit the full potential
of the identity clusters.
Table 7.3: Tuning the model-based and outer ear weights in the hybrid distance metric
Testset B Testset C
wm wo Correct/189 d0 Correct/458 d0
0 1 181 2.80 423 2.23
0.1 0.9 184 3.05 433 2.46
0.2 0.8 187 3.28 439 2.69
0.3 0.7 187 3.46 444 2.88
0.4 0.6 188 3.58 447 3.02
0.5 0.5 188 3.61 444 3.09
0.6 0.4 187 3.57 441 3.10
0.7 0.3 187 3.47 436 3.05
0.8 0.2 183 3.33 424 2.96
0.9 0.1 183 3.17 417 2.84
1 0 182 3.00 408 2.72
Table 7.4 displays the recognition results obtained via the model and the outer ear
process as well as the fusion of the two. In this, a k-nearest neighbour with k = 1 is
used to classify the ear images. All images in the testsets are considered in a leave-
one-out cross-validation framework, which makes maximum use of the data. In all four
datasets, the hybrid classication exhibits a signicant improvement over the model and
the wavelet-based method, thereby supporting our hypothesis that the outer ear analysis
captures some new and independent information from that already in the model. On
testset C, which is our main testset, the model obtains an 89.1% recognition rate, the
outer ear method achieves a 91.9% recognition rate and the hybrid classier exhibits a
97.4% recognition rate.
Table 7.4: Correct classication rates (CCR) on various testsets
Testset A Testset B Testset C Testset D
Model 181=189 182=189 408=458 237=269
 95:8%  96:3%  89:1%  88:1%
Outer ear
181=189 182=189 421=458 250=269
 95:8%  96:3%  91:9%  92:9%
Hybrid 187=189 188=189 446=458 261=269
 98:9%  99:5%  97:4%  97:0%Chapter 7 Hybrid Classication and Experimental Results 92
Similar correct classication rates (CCR) were obtained on testsets A and B with the
model and the outer ear analysis. This clearly demonstrates that our approach does
not require exact registration, and hence it can handle enrolment misalignments more
eciently. Also notice in this table that in the more challenging testsets, testset C and
D, the model's performance degrades by about 7% and the wavelet-based performance
by about 3%, but the hybrid recognition still maintains a recognition rate greater than
97%.
7.3 Occlusion Analysis
Clearly, classifying occluded samples is more challenging, because of the missing infor-
mation. However, another signicant impact of occlusion is the general disturbance it
causes. In this, the expected overall appearance which is observed in typical unoccluded
samples, which make up the training set and the gallery, does not emerge. Holistic
methods measure general properties of the samples, which is intuitively more suscepti-
ble to the disturbances caused by noise and occlusion. For example, utilizing PCA, an
occluded ear might appear more like an ear which is similarly occluded than an unoc-
cluded sample of itself. In a model-based approach, a model is provided which imitates
the structure or the dynamics of the object. This is potentially more eective in pre-
dicting beyond the training set and distinguishing an object's features despite occlusion
and clutter. Occlusion can also aect the pre-processing and registration stages, which
would subsequently impair feature extraction and classication.
We have previously mentioned that perhaps the biggest challenge in ear biometric recog-
nition is handling occluded samples. In fact, handling the loss of data and more impor-
tantly the disturbance in the data's general structure was the main incentive in opting
for a model-based approach. Thus we also require occluded ear samples and datasets
which present these challenges. To this end, we have constructed testset E, in which
the probes are between 10% and 60% occluded. The occluded probes of testset E have
been shown in gure 7.3. However, it is not straightforward to arrive at an objective
conclusion as to the extent of the occlusion related impairment, since the samples are
occluded in dierent manners and to various extents. For this reason, we also synthet-
ically occlude the samples of the other testsets. In this, we can control the degree of
occlusion, and since the same ear samples are increasingly occluded, we obtain an unbi-Chapter 7 Hybrid Classication and Experimental Results 93
ased assessment of the performance as the occlusion intensies. However, it should be
noted that the occlusion which is caused by hair often introduces more complications,
in that it might interfere with the features of the ear. In our scenario of occlusion, the
dataset includes two separate parts: the gallery; and the probes. The gallery includes
the good samples | the unoccluded ears which have been taken in advance and under
supervision when the individual was enrolled into the system. The probes are acquired
with less supervision, and thus they might be occluded. Therefore we require both un-
occluded samples, which constitute the gallery, and occluded samples, which would be
the probes.
In this section, we look into the impacts of occlusion in ear biometrics. We use a PCA-
based method as a representative of holistic methods, and generate some benchmark
results. PCA is a well-dened and widely used method for recognition, and obtains
a 98.4% recognition rate on testset A, which is unoccluded and accurately registered.
However, since PCA is well-known to be sensitive to outliers we use a robust version of
PCA. We shall also look into the impact of occlusion on enrolment and its subsequent
eects on recognition.
7.3.1 PCA and Robust PCA
The CCRs obtained by PCA on increasingly occluded ears are shown in gure 7.5. The
samples are synthetically occluded from the top. Also see an occluded ear in gure
7.6(b). Clearly, the high recognition performance of PCA (98.4%) does not hold for
occluded samples. The recognition rate drops to 12% for only 20% occlusion. In this,
the eigenvectors were determined using the method described in [75, 37], and the distance
metric is the Manhattan distance, which in this case performs better than the Euclidean
distance. Classication is performed using the nearest neighbour method. Although the
sudden drop in performance displays an impairment which can be caused by occlusion,
it hardly provides a benchmark to compete against. In fact sensitivity to outliers is a
well-known limitation of PCA.
Many approaches have been suggested to tackle PCA's problems with sensitivity to
outliers, and although they all reside under the common name of Robust PCA (RPCA),
they are dierent in terms of what they are attempting to achieve. These methods
mainly consider the case of occlusion and varying background in association with twoChapter 7 Hybrid Classi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Figure 7.5: PCA performance drops as the samples are occluded.
distinct robustness issues: i) outliers in the training set, which undermine the learning
of the eigenspace; ii) outliers in the test set, which are often poorly reconstructed by
the eigenvectors. Considering our occlusion scenario, which is based on relatively good
training samples and poor test samples, we require methods from the second category.
We have used the approach suggested by Black and Jepson [9], which reformulates the
standard eigenspace reconstruction by a more robust estimator.
This robust version of PCA, provided by Black and Jepson, has also inspired the use
of a robust matcher in chapter 6 (see section 6.5). Here, minimizing the error function
corresponds to nding the image projection in the eigenspace. This is done using a
gradient descent algorithm. Starting with a large value for s (in equation 6.6), initially
no data is rejected, then as we approach the best answer, s is gradually decreased and
so is the inuence of outliers. See gure 7.6 in which RPCA provides a much better
reconstruction of the occluded ear than the standard PCA. Figure 7.7 displays the
CCRs obtained via RPCA on testset A. Note the signicant improvement which has
been gained.
Other PCA problems include variant background and image transformations such as
translation, scaling and rotation. In other words, an accurate segmentation and regis-
tration is also required. We have accounted for this by using testset A, for which PCAChapter 7 Hybrid Classication and Experimental Results 95
(a) Original ear sample (b) Occluded image (c) PCA reconstruction (d) RPCA reconstruc-
tion
Figure 7.6: RPCA provides a much better reconstruction of the occluded ear.
Figure 7.7: Using RPCA the performance in occlusion improves signicantly.
obtains a 98.4% recognition rate for unoccluded samples. The PCA performance de-
grades to 76% when we classify the images of testset B. RPCA performs slightly better
with a 79.9% recognition rate. Note that testset A and B contain the same ear images;
they only dier in registration. Testset A is accurately registered to average ear size,
while less rened enrolment is automatically obtained for testset B.
7.3.2 Eects on Enrolment
Although the synthetic occlusion on testset A impairs the recognition performance, it
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performed manually. The same is not true for testset B and other testsets with automatic
enrolment. In these, the ear region of the face-proles are synthetically occluded from
the top and then the occluded ears are enrolled, thus it is more likely that the enrolment
would produce erroneous results. Figure 7.8 shows an ear which has been occluded,
increasingly from the top by roughly 10% to 50%, and subsequently enrolled.
Figure 7.8: An increasingly occluded ear (10% to 50%), enrolled successfully. The
detected ellipse centres { the presumed ear centres { are shown by a cross.
Figure 7.9 depicts the enrolment success rate of testset B against increasing synthetic
occlusion similar to the occlusion in gure 7.8. For this, the erroneous outputs are
Figure 7.9: Enrolment of occluded ears of testset B. The upper and lower bound of
the error correspond to the dierent degrees of sensitivity to misalignment.
manually labeled. The error bars in this gure represent the uncertainty in labeling the
erroneous outputs. Error can be dened either as when parts of the ear are missing
in the enrolled image, or when the centre of the enrolled patch does not correspond
to the centre of the ear. The latter, which can be considered as the alignment error,Chapter 7 Hybrid Classication and Experimental Results 97
poses a more dicult problem, and more outputs are marked as erroneous. This error
constitutes the lower bound of the error in gure 7.9 while the upper bound is the
error rate according to the rst denition. Overall, occlusion reduces performance and
increases uncertainty, but by little up to 40% occlusion.
7.3.3 Hybrid Classication and Occlusion
Both our parts-based model and wavelet analysis capture local information, making
them potentially reliable when images are occluded. In this section, we shall analyze
and discuss the performance of these methods both separately and when combined in
comparison to RPCA in occlusion. We shall also discuss various relevant issues, including
enrolment errors and scalability
Figure 7.10 presents the model's recognition performance in occlusion, comparing it to
RPCA on testsets A and B. On testset A, our model performance is similar to RPCA (see
gure 7.10(a)), indicating the occlusion handling capabilities of our model. However,
the model shows a more rapid rate of decline from 20% occlusion. Despite the high
recognition rates achieved by RPCA, it cannot be readily used, since it is dependent
on a pre-processing stage which aligns and registers the samples, such as in testset A,
which is manually registered and optimized to accommodate PCA's requirements of
good samples. When RPCA is used to classify the ears in testset B, which has the same
images as in testset A, but with automatic enrolment, the performance for unoccluded
ears drops to 79.9%. In contrast, the model-based recognition shows almost no change,
even a slight improvement, at 96.3%. Figure 7.10(b) shows the recognition results on
testset B. Although RPCA's gentle decline still depicts robustness to occlusion, there
is now a relatively large gap between the two. Note that, as shown in gure 7.9, the
automatic enrolment is also impaired by the occlusion, thus the errors are accumulated
and a more rapid decline is observed in the model's performance in gure 7.10(b).Chapter 7 Hybrid Classication and Experimental Results 98
(a) Testset A
(b) Testset B
Figure 7.10: Model versus RPCA in occlusion on testsets A and B.Chapter 7 Hybrid Classication and Experimental Results 99
On the other hand, our analysis of the outer ear components comprises log-Gabor pro-
jections which are compared using a robust matcher. The robust matching is specically
added to handle occluded samples. Figure 7.11 displays the obtained CCRs on testset B
both with and without the robust matcher. For unoccluded samples, an improvement of
about 3% is obtained as the result of incorporating the robust matcher. However, at 20%
occlusion the improvement is 13%, thereby exhibiting the benets of using the robust
matcher in occluded samples. The model-based analysis also has an extra component,
Figure 7.11: Signicance of the robust matcher in the wavelet analysis on testset B.
the Tanimoto distance, which evaluates the similarity in the state of detection of the
parts. However, in this case, we observe no correlation between the signicance of the
Tanimoto metric and the extent of the occlusion. We obtain a steady improvement of
about 5% in CCRs as the result of incorporating the Tanimoto metric.
Figure 7.12 shows the CCRs of the outer ear analysis and RPCA on testsets A and B.
On testset A, the wavelet-based analysis also exhibits a gentle decline in performance
which is comparable to RPCA. However, its performance degrades at a much faster
rate on testset B. As mentioned before, the enrolment error on testset B forces more
erroneous classications on this set. Additionally, we attribute some of the error to the
hierarchical arrangement of the recognition components. In this arrangement, the hub of
the target area analyzed by the wavelets is determined using a set of model parts. Thus
the process is disturbed not only by the errors in enrolment, but also by the erroneous
detection of the model parts, albeit, the CCRs obtained by this method on testset BChapter 7 Hybrid Classication and Experimental Results 100
still outperform RPCA for occlusions less than 40%.
(a) Testset A
(b) Testset B
Figure 7.12: The outer ear analysis versus RPCA in occlusion on testsets A and B.
In section 7.2, we described the hybrid classication, which is formed by the addition
of the outer ear analysis to the model. We showed that this hybrid classier is superior
to both, the model and the wavelet-based technique, separately. Here, we shall look at
the hybrid performance in occlusion. Figure 7.13 shows the hybrid CCRs in occlusion
on testsets A,B and C. It can be seen that the hybrid classication improvement is
maintained as the ears are increasingly occluded. However, due to the more rapid
rate of decline in the outer ear analysis, especially on testsets B and C, the hybrid
performance gradually approaches that of the model. At about 40% of occlusion, theChapter 7 Hybrid Classication and Experimental Results 101
(a) Testset A
(b) Testset B
(c) Testset C
Figure 7.13: Improvement obtained by fusing the model-based and outer ear metrics;
hybrid classication in occlusion on testsets A, B and C.Chapter 7 Hybrid Classication and Experimental Results 102
hybrid performance is identical or slightly worse than the model.
Figure 7.14 displays the CCRs of our hybrid classication and RPCA on testsets A, B
and C. On testset A, our hybrid method performs better than RPCA for as much as
30% of occlusion; although for more occluded samples RPCA oers better recognition.
Clearly, as the occlusion from the top intensies the signicance of the lower structures
increases. The ear lobe is one of the most prominent and distinctive parts of the lower
ear. However, in our analysis we intentionally neglected the lobe, due to the likelihood
of change in its shape with age, whereas in RPCA all image information is treated
identically, thus making optimal use of all information available. The results on testsets
B and C mainly exhibit the degrading eect of less accurate registration on RPCA. In
contrast, the hybrid classication maintains good performance, and clearly outperforms
RPCA.
Figure 7.15 compares the hybrid classication results on testsets A,B and C and similarly
the RPCA performance on these three testsets. Recall that testset C comprises 458
images to testset B's 189 images. It also introduces more complications in terms of
the number of individuals, number of samples per individual, overall image quality and
occlusion. In spite of the increased complexity, the point to point comparison (0% to 50%
occlusion) of hybrid CCRs show a mean decrease in performance of only 3.4% between
testsets B and C, while RPCA performance drops by a mean of 11.9%. For unoccluded
samples, the hybrid recognition rate drops by 2.1%, while RPCA recognition rate drops
by 19.4%. Therefore our hybrid classication exhibits better scalability traits compared
to RPCA.Chapter 7 Hybrid Classication and Experimental Results 103
(a) Testset A
(b) Testset B
(c) Testset C
Figure 7.14: The hybrid classier versus RPCA in occlusion on testsets A, B and C.Chapter 7 Hybrid Classication and Experimental Results 104
(a) Hybrid recognition
(b) RPCA recognition
Figure 7.15: The hybrid classication and RPCA scalability across dierent testsets.Chapter 7 Hybrid Classication and Experimental Results 105
Table 7.5 summarizes the CCRs at 10% and 30% occlusion obtained by our methods
as compared to RPCA. The results achieved on testset E, which is the testset with
real occlusion, are shown in table 7.6. In this, hybrid classication obtains a 68.9%
recognition rate to RPCA's 26.4%. It can be seen that the hybrid classier performs
better than RPCA in all cases particularly when automatic enrolment is used.
Table 7.5: Comparing the correct classication rates in occlusion
Testsets A B C D
Occlusion 10% 30% 10% 30% 10% 30% 10% 30%
Model 94.7% 82.5% 89.9% 64.6% 83.4% 57.9% 84.0% 64.3%
Outer ear 93.7% 75.7% 91.0% 47.6% 90.4% 46.5% 90.7% 44.2%
Hybrid 98.4% 89.4% 97.9% 70.4% 95.9% 67.2% 95.5% 68.0%
RPCA 96.3% 87.8% 67.2% 36.0% 50.4% 27.7% 49.8% 30.1%
Table 7.6: Comparing the correct classication rates on testset E
Testset E
Model 70=148  47:3%
Outer ear 96=148  64:9%
Hybrid 102=148  68:9%
RPCA 39=148  26:4%
7.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have evaluated the performance of the various stages of our ear bio-
metric approach. The ears of the main data are automatically enrolled with a 99.2%
success rate. Also on the occluded dataset we obtain a 95.8% correct enrolment. Syn-
thetically occluded ears have also been enrolled. In recognition, our hybrid classier,
which incorporates the outer ear analysis into the model, improves the performance sig-
nicantly. This method obtains 99.5% and 97.4% recognition rates on testsets B and
C respectively. On testset C, which is our largest dataset, the model and the outer ear
analysis have obtained 89.1% and 91.9% recognition rates respectively.
In occlusion, a Robust PCA is used as an example of holistic methods, and it performs
well in occlusion on testset A. The model and the outer ear analysis also exhibit occlu-
sion tolerant traits. However, in contrast to RPCA, they are also tolerant of potential
misalignments in enrolled samples. The hybrid recognition maintains its advantage over
the model and outer ear analysis in occlusion. However, it approaches the model'sChapter 7 Hybrid Classi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performance if large parts of the ear are occluded. Our hybrid classier mostly outper-
forms RPCA, even to some extent on testset A, which is tuned for PCA-based methods.
Notably, on testset E, wherein the probe samples are occluded by hair, the hybrid clas-
sication obtains a 68.9% recognition rate compared to RPCA's 26.4%. The hybrid
performance also exhibits better scalability; it degrades by only 2% between testsets B
and C, where the testset size grows by two and a half times, while RPCA degrades by
19%.Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Conclusions
This thesis capitalizes on a new guided model for ear biometrics. This is the rst model-
based approach to ear biometric recognition. By evidence from embryonic development
of the human ear, it has been shown that the complex structure of the ear is in fact
composed of individual components. We have thus proposed a new parts-based model
for ears. Although there is no consensus as to the precise embryology of the external
ear, certain aspects of the proposed hypotheses, which apportion dierent hillocks and
combinations to ear formation, are similar. External ear anomalies also oer cues as
to the sites and types of variations in the ear structure. For the purpose of ear bio-
metric recognition, we have derived a new arrangement of parts for the ear structure,
highlighting the sites of independent variations.
Our new model is learned using a stochastic clustering method which detects the clusters
of SIFT keypoints in the training set. We have illustrated that even though not all the
structures which appear in the model correspond with specic ear components, a feature
subset selection has revealed that the most signicant model parts in recognition are in
fact exhibiting ear components. This also shows that various embryonic parts of the
ear form clusters, when examined by a local feature descriptor such as SIFT, and are
thereby detectable in dierent ear images. Our results have conrmed the validity of
this approach not just in modelling, but also by recognition capabilities. By analysis on
an extended selection from the XM2VTS database the new approach achieves a 96.3%
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correct classication rate (CCR) on a dataset (Testset B) which includes 189 images.
On a more challenging dataset, with 458 images including samples with lower image
quality (Testset C), the model obtains an 89.1% CCR.
Although it has been shown that the recognition capability of the model is derived from
a set of specic ear components, not all components of the ear are suciently explored
by this model. It appears that the helix and the antihelix are under-represented in the
model. Extending our model description, we have used a new wavelet-based approach
with a specic aim to capture information in these boundary structures. In this, the
frequency content of the radial signals of the image intensities outwards from the concha
are explored via log-Gabor lters. These radii, which are mostly normal to the helix
curve, capture the variation in the helix and the antihelix at each angle. We have
illustrated that this new approach is suitable for capturing the information in these
components. By embryological evidence, much shape variation can occur within the
body of the helix and the antihelix, emphasizing their fruitfulness in recognition. Using
only our new wavelet-based method, we have obtained promising results, achieving a
96.3% CCR on testset B and a 91.9% CCR on testset C. We have then added the
wavelet-based analysis to our model using a simple decision fusion technique. The
resulting hybrid method exhibits signicant improvement with 99.5% and 97.4% CCRs
on testsets B and C, respectively, thereby supporting our hypothesis that the outer ear
analysis captures some new and discriminant information. Note that our new automatic
enrolment oers an error-free enrolment for testset B, and on testset C it achieves a 99%
success rate.
Considering that the potential occlusion by hair is one of the main obstacles in the
deployment of ear biometrics, throughout this thesis our techniques were chosen from
amongst the methods which oer occlusion tolerant properties. The main deployment
advantage of a model is its robustness in noise and occlusion. Also, our Hough trans-
form based enrolment accrues tolerance to occlusion. Wavelets oer decimation in space
which is benecial when handling partially occluded data. Finally, a more robust match-
ing has been applied to handle erroneous wavelet projections. We have evaluated the
performance in occlusion on synthetically occluded data as well as on a dataset of ear
images occluded by hair. For comparison purposes, a robust PCA (RPCA) is used as
a representative of holistic methods, and is shown to have good results on testset A,
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and our wavelet-based technique exhibit occlusion tolerant traits on this testset. Our
hybrid method obtains a better performance than RPCA on testset A for as much as
30% occlusion. Despite being tolerant of occlusion, RPCA { which extracts no image-
based features { has no other invariant properties. Thus it can only maintain this high
performance, if the images are well aligned and normalized for scale and rotation, as in
testset A. In testset B, which includes the same images of testset A, but only automat-
ically enrolled, although no error has been noted in enrolment, the exact registration
and normalization, which is obtained manually for testset A, is not oered. In this, the
RPCA performance drops by 17%, while our model and wavelet-based method show
no change and even a slight improvement. It has been shown that occlusion increases
the uncertainty in the automatic enrolment results, meaning that a larger proportion of
enrolled samples are misaligned, and thus the RPCA performance degrades at a faster
rate. Our hybrid method clearly outperforms RPCA on testsets B and C, which are
enrolled automatically. Notably, on testset E, wherein the probe samples are occluded
by hair, the hybrid classication obtains a 68.9% CCR to RPCA's 26.4%. The hybrid
performance also exhibits a good scalability; it degrades by only 2% between testsets B
and C, where the testset size grows by two and a half times.
8.2 Future Work
One of the main issues to be addressed is the need for larger datasets of ear images,
wherein a more accurate estimate of the recognition performance can be obtained, and
potential variations in the performance can be analyzed. Ear biometrics also benets
from working with datasets which address the covariates (exploratory variables) of ear
data directly. One of the main covariates to be analyzed is the eects of aging on the
ear structure. Although it appears that the ears are consistent with age, for a concrete
analysis, we need a dataset with big time lapses between the captured samples. Other
factors to be considered for the future datasets include: partial occlusion; pose variation;
lighting and background changes. The correlation between the shape of the left and right
ears can also be examined in a dataset which captures images from both ears for each
individual.
In this thesis, we have examined the eects of partial occlusion on ear recognition. We
have also noted that our method does not require exact segmentation and normaliza-Chapter 8 Conclusions and Future Work 110
tion of the ear samples. It is also interesting to examine the eects of pose variation
and lighting changes, which potentially alter the visual characteristics of the structure.
Model-based approaches have potential advantage in handling pose variations. Further-
more, SIFT keypoints oer partial invariance to view point changes. Our method can
also be tuned to handle the expected scale and rotation variations in the dataset. How-
ever, this property has not been tested since our data does not exhibit large scale or
rotation changes.
Given that the components of the ear exhibit dierent types of visual characteristics, we
have found that the model parts are less suited to capture information in some of these
components. Noting that the helix and the antihelix are only partially explored by the
model, we have applied a new wavelet-based technique to capture the information in the
helix and the antihelix. Further employing the same idea, the recognition performance
might benet from using other specialized methods to capture information in other ear
components. For example, the tragus, which is shown to be one of the most variant
parts of the ear, by surgical studies, is not highlighted by the model as a particularly
useful part in recognition. Thus incorporating the features of the tragus directly may
improve the performance. Also note that in the model the signicance of a part in
recognition depends on the rate and accuracy of detection as well as the discriminating
capabilities of the captured component. Alternatively, the model parts can be used
in robust detection of ear components via voting. Subsequently, by capitalizing on
individual ear components, we may obtain a better estimate of the signicance of each
component in recognition.
Finally, the major avenue for our future research is to build an automatic ear recognition
system for real-time applications. This research suggests that it is indeed feasible to
achieve recognition by planar ear structure, and the research herein could guide this
development.Appendix A
Further Work on the Model
In a related eld of research, parts-based models have been used to recognize object
categories [30, 79, 27]. The main question is whether an instance of a certain object is
present in an image. In a work by Fergus et al. [30], the model consists of not only
the appearance, location and the scale of each part, but it also contains the variance
and the covariances; the probabilities of arbitrary occlusion patterns and an estimate
of the background. A probabilistic approach based on an expectation maximization
(EM) algorithm is used to learn this model. This method has potential benets over our
parts-based model in that it extracts additional information from the training set. Also,
the use of probabilistic methods reduces the need for tuning various thresholds. Here,
we further investigate the benets of incorporating this method into our ear model.
Given the model parameters, fg, Fergus et al. detect the model parts in an image by
computing the posterior density of valid hypotheses. A hypothesis, h, is an allocation
of image features to model parts. The posterior density of a hypothesis, h, is calculated
by:
p(hjX;S;A;fg) =
p(X;S;A;hjfg)
P
h2H p(X;S;A;hjfg)
(A.1)
where, X, S and A are the locations, scales and appearances of the feature points in
the image respectively. H is a set of valid hypotheses. Despite the benets, this method
also introduces some limitations. Its high computational complexity imposes a practical
limit on the number of parts in the model [30], and it also requires a good initialization.
For initialization, considering that much of the recognition potential of our model is
derived from a small subset of parts, as discussed in section 5.4.2, we choose the seven
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most important parts from table 5.3.
Commencing learning, we have found that some of the model parts deviate from these
initial values, and assume new identities. Figure A.1 compares the performance of our
model with the new modied version in part detection. The matches to the six most
important parts of our model are shown in gure A.1(a). The rst row in this gure
shows the input images. A CCR of 89.9% is obtained using these parts. Figure A.1(b)
displays the new matches obtained by the modied model using the parts in gure
A.1(a) as initial values. It can be seen that part 3 has deviated signicantly from its
original value, and parts 4 and 5 produce inconsistent results. We hypothesize that the
deviation from these clusters is caused by the fact that, although, these are the most
discriminant parts, as chosen by the SFFS feature selection algorithm, they are not
necessarily the best clusters. In recognition, the performance drops to a 51.9% CCR.
We can partially prevent this deviation by tuning the initial variance and covariances to
smaller values. Thereby, we obtain an estimate for the extra parameters in fg, while
retaining the initial clusters. However, early performance evaluations again exhibit no
signicant improvement in part allocation or in recognition. Figure A.1(c) displays the
matches to the model parts obtained using this method. In this, the parts retain their
original identity and the performance is similar to the current model. However, part
4 obtains inconsistent matches. In recognition, the new restrained method obtains a
77.2% CCR. By removing the noisy part, part 4, the performance increases to 84.1%
with ve parts.
We hypothesize that the specic properties of the parts in our ear model have caused
the new information to appear insignicant. Note that the joint probability density
p(X;S;A;hjfg), in equation A.1, is determined as follows:
p(X;S;A;hjfg) =
Appearance
z }| {
p(AjX;S;h;fg)
Shape
z }| {
p(XjS;h;fg)
Scale z }| {
p(Sjh;fg)
Occlusion z }| {
p(hjfg) (A.2)
where the likelihood components include appearance, shape, scale and occlusion likeli-
hoods, respectively. We have found that in our model, p(X;S;A;hjfg) is dominated by
the appearance likelihood. Recall that the parts constituting the ear model are highly
distinctive parts, each describing a specic ear component. The dierence between the
rst and the second appearance matches for these parts is often large, thus it is vi-
able to detect these parts mainly on the basis of appearance similarity. In contrast,Appendix A Further Work on the Model 113
(a) Our current model | CCR: (170=189 ) 89.9%
(b) New modied version using the probabilistic approach | CCR: (98=189 ) 51.9%
(c) New restrained version | CCR: (146=189 ) 77.2% and (159=189 ) 84.1% excluding part 4.
Figure A.1: The six most important parts of our model are displayed in (a). The new
modied version, using the probabilistic approach, detects the parts depicted in (b). It
can be seen that the third part has deviated from its original position, and parts 4 and
5 are noisy. By partially restraining the appearance deviation, the parts in (c) have
been derived, which are similar to the parts in (a). However, in (c) part 4 produces
inconsistent results. The rst row of these gures show the input images.
a part which is categorized as a `basic feature' (see section 5.4) would exhibit a good
appearance match with many more image features, and therefore to obtain the correct
correspondence the other likelihood components are essential. Given the specic prop-
erties of our model and by preliminary analysis, we propose that the contributions of
this probabilistic model and the new information it adds are not particularly benecial
to our research at this stage.References
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